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1, INTRODUCTION

Indio is, by tradition, on agricultural country, 
endowed with abundant natural resources* Development 
Of agriculture to its fullest potential, therefore, 
holds tho key to economic prosperity “In Hie country. 
Agriculture in India was in the shackles of tradition 
and tho best way to achieve agricultural progress 
was to modernise the millions of farm holdings 
aeattsred throughout the length and breadth of the 
country. Agricultural policy was re-oriented, after 
independence to achieve this objective. This 
resulted, among other things, in the evolution of 
plaftt types with high productivity potential in the 
fora of high yielding varieties of crops and their 
related production technologies which gave birth 
to the "green revolution" in tho late 1960's,

Indian agriculture in recent years has shown 
encouraging signs of development by the conversion 
of agricultural technology into production accomplishments. 
Unfortunately these changes have been confined to 
limited areas, specific types of farmers and to 
certain crops only. The main reason for this is 
not the lack of technology but its easy and ready 
availability to tho ultimate ucere.
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Korala, the lend of palm fringed coastal line 
sod criss-crossed by timorous water ways, is endowed 
with agricultural resources. However, tho msunting 
population pressure on land and the declining productivity 
of important crops could present only a cob-too-rosy 
picture of agriculture in Korala, 90 atom the rot, 
the only way left out to the Kerala fanners is to 
reap tho benefits of now technology rapidly generated 
in the farm front,

Technology transfer through tho multitude of 
agricultural development programmes designed and 
implemented in Kerala during too past few decades 
has been the crux of toe governmental efforts to 
bridge the widening chasm between tho potential ana 
achieved yields on majority of those formo. Current
in too series is the ‘Training and Visit* system of 
Agricultural Extension introduced on a pilot basis 
in three districts of too state, viz., Trivandrum,
Quilon and Alloppoy during 1981, The results of 
two-year-old inplemontation of this system have paved 
the way for its extension to the other districts 
in the state during 1983. This system has 
convincingly demonstrated the importance of tte 
concept of ‘Conraunication of innovations*. Craving 
liberally from time-te3tad estenoion approaches, the 
system eulogises tho need for enhancing the technical
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competence oC the extension functionaries and the 
systematic transfer of technologies through established 
and credible means of communication. The training 
component of this system has a direct focus on specific 
agricultural practices and reconraendationa relevant to 
tho form operations during a specific period of time. 
Another notable feature of tho Training and Vinit 
system is tha efforts made to materialise the 
'multiplier effect* in communication by selecting 
reprenentativos from identified groups to serve as 
•contact farmers*, Tho Training and Visit system 
visualises tho contact farmers as ' corwsunication 
leaders' relying to a large extent on the credibility 
attached to them by tho fellow farmers,

It has been established unequivocally that tho 
process of 'technology transfer' at tho grose-root-lcvol 
is talcing place mainly through * word-of-mouth' 
communication in a fsco-to-face interaction. But, a 
farmer needs to know not only about tho technical 
mo3oagas necessary for improving production, but should 
also possess tho much desired ’conramication skills' 
to give effect to the tranofar of technologies thus 
known. And obviously, the success of 'Training and Visit1 
system would depond on tha efficiency with which the 
contact farmers communicate these technologies to 
thair peers.
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Diffusion researches conducted in tha past bring 
evidence to the fact that formers consulted more of 
interpersonal information sources than raass media 
sources to gather information on agricultural aspects.
The epochal statement made by Rogers (1973) bears 
anple testimony to this. He epitomicodi “The Hrard-of- 
rrcouth* communication that occurs in fac^to-face interaction 
between two or more individuals io tho most potential 
source in the diffusion of innovations the world over, 
particularly in tho developing countrioaS And 
according to Murthy and Singh (1974), research studies, 
which throw light on the Intricacies of interpersonal 
communication behaviour of farriers, or* very hard to 
come by, Practically, no research evidence has 
been recorded on tha nature and extent of interpersonal 
communication that typify the interaction between 
farmers in Kerala, Another significant aspect that 
could be cited hero ie tho interplay of the farmers' 
socio-economic and psychological characteriotics in 
their interpersonal communication behaviour* It has 
boon repeatedly pointed out that a study on fanners' 
communication behaviour would be incoctplotG if their 
socio-economic ana psychological characteristics are 
not taken into account (Sandhu and Dorbarllal (1976); 
Channegowda (1977)f Bhaakaran (1979).

In view of tho foregoing observations, the present 
investigation wa3 undertaken to study the communication
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role and behaviour of contact farmers under Training 
ana Visit system in Korala with the following objectives i
1* TO measure the interpersonal conrnunication behaviour 

of contact farmers including fchair patterns of 
information input, processing, output and feedback,

2, So s«u% the role perception and role performance 
of contact farmers*

3, To measure tho socio-economic and psychological 
characteristics of the contact farmers*

4, To assess tho relationohip hafcueon interpersonal 
communication behaviour of contact formers and 
their role perception and sole performance and 
socio-economic and psychological characteristics.

Importance and limitations of the study
as stated earlier, in the Training and Visit 

system of agricultural extension, contact farmer is 
the crucial link between the Agricultural Demonstrators 
and other farmers* Tho success or failure of the 
eyatesn, largely depends upon the efficiency of contact 
farmers in communicating tho massages received from tho 
Agricultural Demonstrators to their fellow farmers* 
Therefore, scientific indepth studios on idle 
interpersonal communication behaviour of contact farmers 
ere important. In Kerala, no such systematic study
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has been conducted so for. Banco, there io an 
immediate cacd to probe tho interpersonal eostnuaication 
role and behaviour of ccntaat farmero. Hopefully, 
the study will provide scientific information Which 
can bo sado usa of for the raore efficient functioning 
of tho contact fanosrs and tho Training and Visit 
system ao a whole.

Shs study was undertaken in a limited time end 
with limited resources available to tha student* 
researcher. It was rather impossible to study a 
large sample covering tho enfcir® state and hence the 
study was limited to Trivandrum district, which is on® 
among tho three districts where tho Training and Visit 
system was first introduced i n  the state. The number 
of respondent!* and Variables also were limited due 
to lech of time and sufficient resources, Therefor*, 
the generalisations mod* in tho study and the inferences 
drawn are applicable mostly to tho area where the study 
was conducted.

Presentation of tho report

She thooratical orientation developed for tha study 
is presented in Chapter 2 sad the methodology followed 
in tho study is given In chapter 3, In eheptar 4 , 

the results of tho study era furnished end the salient 
results of tho study are discussed in chapter S. A  

brief stusaary is given in the last chapter {chapter 6), 
wherein homo important r©ccswrandations and suggestions 
are made.
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2* THEORETICAL ORIENTATION

In this chapter It Is aimed to develop a theoretical 
frame-work based on past research studies. Theory 
is viewed as a sot of related concepts which represent 
tha basic realities, A well developed theoretical 
frame-work will help to Com realistic hypotheses and to 
draw meaningful conclusions* In tho case of the present 
study, there was the serious limitation of dearth of 
literature directly related to the study. However, 
every effort was mad* to review tho available literature 
on the subject. They are presented under tho following 
heeds*

2,1, Coraunlcation process
2,2* Nodelo of communication
2.3, Coranunieofcion behaviour
2.4, Interpersonal communication behaviour
2.5, Factors associated with interpersonal 

communication behaviour
2*1, Comnunicatlon process

Lesswall (1948) explained the communication process 
in tha form of five gusstiona, who says what, to whom, 
through what channels, and with what effect?

According to Loomis (I960) "Communication is the 
process in which information, decisions, and directives 
arts transmitted among factors and tha way in which
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knowledge, opinions and attitude ere formed or 
modified by Interaction**.

Schramm (I960) opined that communication is the 
process or establishing "commonness" with some one, Ha 
explained cemnunleation process with elements euch as 
source, encoder, signal, decoder, destination and 
feedback. He also pointed out that each parson in the 
communication procase acts at once as a source and a 
receiver.

heagans (1961) considered communication as a 
process by which two or more pooplo exchange ideas, 
feelingo or Impressions so that each gains a c w o s  
understanding of tho meaning, intent and use of 
message.

Larncr (1967) recognised communication as a 
stimulus for peasant modernisation and social change.
He emphasised that since communication is central to 
diffusion of innovations on analysis of social 
change tnuot Intimately fooue upon the communication 
process.

Rogers end svenning (1969) advanced a general view
point that communication processes are integral, vital 
elements of modernicntion and development, Shay 
concluded that it is hardly possible to design research 
In any fiald of human behaviour without making soma
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assumptions about human ecnmuniaatioru
Agee# Ault and a»ery (1979) defined cosuaunicatdon 

ao the act of transmitting information, ideas and 
attitudes from one porsoa to another#
2*2# Models of coetrmnlcation

Some sooiolOgioto# educationalists, psychologists# 
anthropologists and rural sociologists have described 
the communication process through various models#

A model of communication, according to singh (1973), 
is an attest to rapsessat in symbolic fOrm tho underlying 
relations «*ioting among tho elements that nsahc up a 
particular event or a system#

Berio (I960) presented s-k-G-r model of conraunicafcion 
process In which a source (S), sands b message CM), 
through certain Channels (e) to the receiving 
individual (R)»

irUcerfc (1961) opined that communication is a 
complex process involving many dimensions vis,,
(a) transmission of material from tha sender to the 
target audience (to) ltd reception and eotqprehension 
<c) its acceptance or rejection.

She Ho QrooKsy model (196G) first prescribed in 
corns detail aotno of tho steps involved in encoding 
and decoding. This model illustrates tho process of
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feedback and states that it can so on and on ana the 
process 1b circular, ihe model indicates that noise 
can be present la the source ana the receiver as veil 
as in tho channel,

ApplCbaum «t el. (1973) prescribed o aumaary model 
with no specific beginning or ending, Sboy fait that 
the principles proaantad in the mmraary nodal can open 
up tho Insights and responses with each person for 
communicating effectively,

According to Chatterjeo (1973) cosraunicatlon has two 
distinct meanings, one is teenesnission of message 
from source to receives end the other ic concerned 
with physical, facilitators- or the constraining factors, 
intervening between tha source and the recipient of 
messages,

Tubbs end I'&m (1977) presented u helical modal of 
ccracmnieotlon and tho time component can also included in 
the model,

Bvans (1978) presented a model suited to 
comunicofcioa in organisations with distinct stages 
such os message conceived, message encoded* ccmsiunlcQtlon 
medio selected, message decoded, message interpreted 
end feedback supplied,
3,3, Oocrauhicaticn behaviour

The tons Coiatiunicotion behaviour was used by
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Schramm (1960) while reporting tho ctudy of radio 
audience*

Rogero (1962) considered ooninunicatlon behaviour 
a s the degree to which an individual is willing to seek 
information and advice*

Hafalger and white (1966) related communication 
behaviour to ttodificntlona in knowledge* attitude and 
overt action following the attention given to a massage.

Singh end Singh (1974) considered communication 
behaviour as tha extent to which an individual is 
exposed to the different messages from various 
communication sources for the sake of adopting a 
particular message*
2*4* Interpersonal cacraunication behaviour (IPCB)

It was Kata and hacarsfeld (1955) who decisively 
introduced tho concept of interpersonal influence in 
the communication process. Baaed on their results of 
research in personal influence* they generally devalued 
tho idea that mass madia had greater power over their 
audience and substituted it with the concept that 
personal influence was responsible for most of the 
social control within tho mass media audience*

Eroy (1966) pointed out that when asked what prompted 
tho adoption of a new idea, respondents were likely to 
recall a recent conversation with a neighbour than a
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radio programme heard several months before.
Kates and Kahn (1966) genorally concluded that in 

a vail functioning syotam, interpersonal communication 
must flov; both ways freely and that informal 
consnunication bypasses and parallels the formal 
hierarchial pattern*

Rogero and Svonning (1969) delineated the 
distinguishing characters of interpersonal and masa 
media channels in the following manner*
Characteristics interpersonalchannels Mass media channels
Direction of message flow Two way One-way
Reach to a large audience Slow Rapid

Message accuracy to a large audience Dow High

Ability to select receiver High Dow

Ability to overcome selectivity process High DOW

Amount of feedback High DOW
Possible effect Attitude change Knowledge

Reddy and Sahay (1971) found that key leaders 
exhibited more tnfcen3o Interpersonal consnunication 
than ordinary leaders.

Due!: (1973), while discussing Interpersonal 
attraction in communication process* emphasised that
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similarity loads to attraction because cognitive 
similarity leads to courmnication effectiveness.

Tha major barrier in interpersonal communication, 
Rogers (1973) suggested, is our very natural tendency 
to judge, to evaluate, to approve or disapprove 
the statement of other parsons or groups,

3ingh, Miohra and Sinho (1973) reported that 
pattern of interpersonal communication in rural areas 
generally follow a socioraatrlc structure. They also 
indicated that tho Soy cotinuaicator appeared to be the 
best farmer from whom most of the other farmers seeh 
advice on agricultural matters,

Afanasov and hstasdyl (1974) made a distinction 
between the informal approach to the social phenomena 
and tho informational theory uherein they made a 
typology of interpersonal information according to its 
function vis,, managerial, educational, agitational 
and propaganda,

Worthy and Singh (1974) epihed that interpersonal 
relations depend upon tho efficiency of communication, 
They also eajphaeised the need for indepth studies on 
tho nature of interpersonal communication behaviour of 
farmers.

Rath and Bahoo (1974) from tholr study of the 
role of Panchayat Leaders In agricultural production
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concluded that only middle and uppsr class martbors and 
not lower doss members were effective in their role 
es Interpersonal channels*

/kceording to Embay <1975} in the developing 
societies interpersonal networks of eonmmieafeion 
continue to be strong. Face-to-fata communication 
carries a considerable volvraa of message* he contended.

Oangappa <1975) found that the small farmers 
consulted more of formal and informal intorporeonnl 
sources than mass media sources.

Chesterfield and Ruddle <1976) studied tho role 
of intermediaries in Venesuelan agricultural extension 
programms. They pointed out that wall-chosen 
intermediaries enhance tho effectiveness of interpersonal 
communication in the diffusion of agricultural innovation 
in tho rural communities.

Von Blftokonburg <1976) maintained that in cost 
rural areas of developing countries, tho social 
diopari tlao could bo minimised through mswiaiisdng 
interpersonal communication.

RahlmaQ <1970) used sociomotric technique to 
identify tho interpersonal communication patterns in 
the famors* discussion groins in Kerala and 
emphasised tho need for strengthening tho farmers1
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discussion groups so that they will ploy tha sole 
eagjoobgd of than*

In a study to find tho sources through which 
village loaders Coma to fcnow about adult education, 
bagarajcn and Selvm (1979) found that around 79 par 
cent of the total respondents got tho information 
through interpersonal conmnication.

According to Bahama and Bhatnogar (1980), in a  

£acoto-£ac« nituafcion, communication is not a mere 
exchange of information but something raore, becausa 
in such a situation, along with tho information one 
passes, tho gestures, egression, language, tho manner 
of expression and tons « all those ccn&ined together, 
create a sort of impact on both. Soma hind of change 
ooeuro as a result of interaction, ihlo change may 
be visible in interactions of bnouledge and behaviour* 

Hao and Rsddy (1900) Sound that majority of the 
contact farmers had appreciable interpersonal 
coHKiunlcatioa behaviour coaapared to thoir fellow 
Sanaero,
2*5. factors associated with the interpersonal 

coGraunication behaviour
the following factors reported to be associated 

with tho interpersonal cosmainication behaviour are
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examined here*
2.5.1. Extension orientation
2.5.2. scientific orientation 
2*5.3. Management orientation
2,5*4* Pattern of preference of information sources
2*5*5* Hass media participation
2*5*6* Socio-economic status
2*5,7. Attitude towards contact fainter system
2*5*8. Hole perception
2,5.9. Hole performance

2*5.1. Extension orientation
Bhoskoran (1979) found that there was significant 

difference in the interpersonal communication behaviour 
efficiency of farmers belonging to low and high levels 
of extension orientation both in loss progressive and 
more progressive villages.

Haddy and Roddy (i960) found extension contact as 
an essential variable associated with interpersonal 
communication behaviour of contact farmers.

Shailaja (1981) found that extension agency contact 
of opinion leaders was related to their information 
seeking and diffusing behaviour.

She above studies point out to the significant 
association of extension contact and extension 
participation with fanners' coGsnunication behaviour.
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Shnrefore, It would be worthwhile to tost tho 
validity of this association with reference to contact 
farmers* interpersonal communication behaviour in the 
present study,
2,8,2* Scientific orientation

Barfhy (1972) reported significant correlation 
between velueKsriontation and communication behaviour 
of farmers,

Singh (1973) observed that key-communicators of 
agricultural innovations were characterised by more 
scientism compared to cocmmicators and non-communicators, 

sandhu ana Oarbarilal (1976) studied the 
communication behaviour of Punjab farmers and found that 
valua orientation bad positive and significant 
correlation with communication behaviour,

Reddy and Reddy (1975) found that farmers with 
high scientific orientation were more innovative end 
leas prestige-oriented than the farmers with medium 
and low scientific orientation,

Rao and Reddy (1988) found scientific orientation 
as one of tho essential characteristics associated with 
Interpersonal comunication b^saviour of contact farmers, 

Vijsyaraghavan and SrSsrameniea (1981) reported that 
scientific orientation had significant and positive
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correlation with information input and information 
output of farmers, but it had no significant association 
with information processing,

Sho above studies revealed positive ond significant 
correlation between scientific orientation and 
communication behaviour of farmers, Therefore, 
scientific orientation was included in this study 
as an indepandent variable to ewamina its association 
With interpersonal corcnunicati.cn behaviour of contact 
formers,
2*5,3, Kanagarasnt orientation

Ejseqpt Bhaskaran'e (1979) gfcudy wherein he found 
significant association between management orientation 
and interpersonal communication behaviour efficiency 
of formers, no other study could bo located on this 
aspect,

Therefore, based on tho above study, management 
orientation was included as an independent variable 
in the present study also,
2*3*4* Pattern of preference of information sources

Closely related studios establishing the relationship 
between pattern of preference of information sources 
by fanners and their interpersonal communication behaviour 
were not available. However, Rao and KauliJt (1966) 
end haJtshesona and Safcyensrayana (1967) have reported that
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individual contact and neighbours were tha moot utilises 
sources at awareness stage in the adoption of agricultural 
practices. However# the design of the present study 
necessitates probe into the relationship of pattern 
of preference of information sources by contact farmers 
with their interpersonal eosanunicatlon behaviour.
2.5.5. Hess media participation of farmers

Baeha o& ai# (1975) found that media participation 
of farmers was Significantly associated with tholr 
innovativeness.

Heddy ana Heady (1975) found that fanners With 
high mass media exposure wore more innovative# ideal 
end less motive oriented them those with medium and 
low moos media exposure,

Bhackaran (1979) found that media participation of 
farmers was positively and significantly related to 
their Interpersonal communication behaviour*

Bagorajan and solvam (1979) found that the village 
leaders* level of mass media exposure and the flow of 
information through mass medio such as radio# television 
and newspapers were very low#

Rao and Reddy (19Q0) observed that majority of 
/the contact farmers were having high mss® media esgsoeure 
compered to the fallow fanners.

Reddy and Reddy (i960) found mass madia exposure of 
contact farmers not significantly related to their 
interpersonal communication behaviour.
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Based on the above research studies, it was decided 
to include mss madia participation as on indepdnent 
variable to test its association with the interpersonal 
communication behaviour of contact fanners,
2,5.6» Socio-economic status

viGwanathan, Oliver end itenon (1975) found that 
education of small farmers had reduced their contact 
with informal sources,

Singh and hmbaatha (1975) found that educational 
level of farmers was not significantly correlated with 
their information input.

Snndhu and Sharbarilal (1970) found that education 
and communication behaviour of farmer® were significantly 
correlated,

Kalomegam and Monon (1977) indicated that the email 
farmers’ communication behaviour was dependent on their 
characteristics such as age, education and farm sins.

Kao and &eddy (1980) found that majority of contact 
farmers were having better education conpared to thair 
fellow fanners,

Rao and Roddy (I960) reported education as one of 
the essential characteristics associated with 
Interpersonal cccsmmicatlon behaviour of contact farmers* 

Level of education was not significantly associated 
with tho interpersonal communication behaviour of contact 
farmers in the study conducted by Reddy and Reddy (1980),
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Vi Jayerapavan and Subramaniam (1981) found that 
education has non-significant association with 
information procassing of# fanners.

Singh and Arabastha (1975) found that socio-economic 
status of farmers was significantly correlated with 
information input of formers*

Bhaefcaran (1979) found significant influence of 
economic statue and tho interpersonal coamunicafclon 
behaviour of farmers in all the three villages* namely# 
less progressiva, progressive end more progressive 
villages,

Vijeyaraghavan and Subreroaniam (1961) found that 
economic status had significant and positive correlation 
with information input of famera.

Balaoubrcmonlon end Knight (1977) found that 
socio-economic status of tho formers was aignificantly 
contributing to the prediction of communication 
fidelity of farmors.

In view of tho above revelations, it was decided 
to include this variable as an independent variable in 
the study in order to establish its influence on the 
interpersonal communication behaviour of contact 
farmers.
2.5.7* Attitude towards contact farmer system

In the absence of directly related research studios 
conducted on tho relationship of attitude of contact 
farmers towards contact farmer-syotera and their 
interpersonal cormunlcotion behaviour# soma of the
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ralated studies are reviewed here.
Baaren (1966) found that sociological, 

psychological end economic variables ore important in 
explaining farmers* attitude towards new ideas and 
techniques*

Singh, Jaiswnl and Xhahur (1966) opined that 
farmer-respondents of their study had favourable 
attitude towards IRDP programme*

Rao and Reddy (1979) found that majority of tha 
famera and officials had moderately favourable 
attitude to; sards the Training and Visit system.

In tee light of tha above findings it waa decided 
to study tho relationship of attitude of contact 
farmers towards the contact farmer system with their 
interpersonal communication behaviour.

2.5,9. Hole performance
In its broad cense, tee concept of role comprises 

role perception and rclo performance.
Davis (1949) defined sole performance as how an 

individual actually performs a taeh in a given 
situation as distinct from hew ho is supposed to 
porfom.

Sargent (1951) defined rolo paccaptlon as a 
pattern cr typo of social behaviour which seems 
eituationally appropriate to an actor in terns of
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demands or expectations of those in his group.
Gross, hard end Alexander (1958) stated that a 

role is a sat of expectations or in terms of tho 
definition of expectations, it ±3 a act of evaluation 
standards applied to an incumbent of a particular 
position*

Linton (1959) has defined roles as normative or 
ideal patterns of behaviour that arc culturally defined 
and which regulate the relationships between persons 
as well aa between individual and society,

Ggbum and Himkoff (1966) defined role es a sat 
of socially expected and approved behavioural patterns 
consisting of both duties and privileges associated 
with a particular position in a group.

Klinger and MeHolly (1969) suggested that role 
enactments are socially supported and controlled and 
presumably develop as tho behavioural product of social 
operant shaping processes.

Guttman (1971) whiles emphasising tho significance 
of role perception, stated that “perceiving is bohaving*. 
Ho stated that the concepts of perceiving and behaving 
are systematically interchangeable.

Rahlman (1970) reported that the corununication 
patterns that evolved among the members of "charcha 
manuals*1 were partly dependent upon their role 
performance.

Mitchell (1973) also reported that behaviour was a
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function of one's perception and that changing perceptions 
would result in changing behaviour.

Kuthiah (1979) reported that agricultural leaders 
had appreciable perception of their role in 
agricultural development than other categories of 
leaders.

Though closely related studies establishing the 
relationship between role perception and role 
performance of contact fanners and tholr interpersonal 
communication behaviour were 1 baited, the available 
results point out to the possibility of definite 
relationship of role perception end role performance 
of contact fanners with thoir interpersonal 
communication behaviour, Therefore, in this study it 
is assumed that role perception and role performance 
of contact farmers would affect thoir interpersonal 
communication behaviour,
2,6, Theoretical orientation — An illustration

On the basis of tho review of literature furnished 
in tho foregoing pages, on effort is made hero to 
develop the theoretical frame worJ; for the present 
study.

As a result of the introduction of the Training and 
Visit system, it is aosumed that tha contact farmers 
are exposed to a greater extent to the various



technologies generating from the research syatem, which 
is conveyed through the extension system in tho form 
of ooeningfol messages. Jfcwavar, tha eapoaur© to 
technology alone does not determine the resultant 
interpersonal communication behaviour of the contact 
farmers. Rather# a host of intervening variables 
(independent variables) coma into play in tho process 
of technology consumption by the contact farmers.
Tha socio-economic and psychological characteristics 
of tha contact farmers arc visual!sad as the 
intervening variables, Tho following illustration (Fig.l) 
dlsgronwatieally represents tha anticipated 
influence of tho Intervening variables on the 
interpersonal cxramunicafcion behaviour consisting 
of information input# information processing, 
information output and information feedback of tho 
contact farmers.
2,7. Hypotheses

Based on the theoretical orientation o£ tho study 
tho following hypotheses aro formulated to test the 
relationship between tho dependant variable and 
selected independent variables,
2*7,1, There would bo no significant relationship 
between interpersonal communication behaviour of 
contact farmers and their extension orientation#
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2,7(2) Thors would bo no significant relationship 
betwoan Intarporoonal comunication behaviour o£ 
contest formers end their eaiontific orientation.
2.7.3. There would bo no significant relationship 
between interpersonal eooiminieation behaviour o£ 
contact formers end their mangement orientation.
2.7.4. There would be no significant relationship 
between interpersonal cocmunlcatlon behaviour o£ 
contact formers and their pattern o£ preCarcaco of 
information sources.
2.7.5. There would bo no significant relationship 
botvoon interpersonal communication behaviour of 
contoet farmers and thoir moss madia participation.
2.7.0. There would bn no significant relationship 
between interpersonal coKmunication behaviour of 
contact farmers and their soalc-oconsraic status.
2.7.7. These <.xsuld be no significant relationship 
between Interpersonal cosnuniaotion behaviour of contact 
farmers and thoir attitude towards contact farmer 
ayotata,
2.7.Q. Thera would be no significant relationship 
between Interpersonal cosKaunication behaviour of 
contact formers and their role norceptioo.
2.7.9. There would be no significant relationship 
between interpersonal communication behavcur of 
contact farmers and their role performance.
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3. HETHODOIiOGV

The methodology employed for the study is furnished 
in this chapter under the following main headings*

3.1. Selection of locales for the study
3.2. Selection of the sample
3.3. Methods used for data collection
3.4. Measurement of variables
3.4.1. Measurement of dependent variables
3.4.2. Measurement of independent variables
3.5. Statistical tools used

3.1. Selection of locale for the study
Trivandrum district i;as randomly selected from 

the three districts (Trivandrum, Quilon and Alleppey), 
where tho Training and Visit system of Agricultural 
Extension was first implemented In the state. Trivandrum 
district consists of three agricultural sub-divisions, viz. 
Attlngal, Keyyattingara and Ncdumangad under the Training 
and Visit system and all the three sub-divisions were 
selected for the study. Tho map shoving the area of the 
study is furnished as Fig. 2.
3.2. Selection of the sample

The unit of analysis identified for the present 
study was the 'contact farmer*. Contact farmers are 
those farmers who are the primary receivers of messages 
from the Agricultural Demonsurauors (the grass-root-level





agricultural extension workers) and whom the 
Agricultural rccronctrators meet onco in a fortnight to 
transfer the seasonal Massages.

Three stoye random sampling method was used to 
select tho respondents* A liot of all the Agricultural 
Extension Units was obtained from all tho three 
Agricultural CubwDivioional Officers of Trivandrum 
district. From among tho Agricultural Extension 
Unite, four units each from Attlngsl end ileyyattinkara 
Agricultural Sbb~bivlD.l.ons and thre® unite from 
Nodunangad Agricultural Cub Division woro selected based 
on probability proportionate random sampling at the 
first. stage. In the second otago, from each of the 
selected Agricultural Dxtenoion Units, a lint of all 
the Agricultural ne.aomtratcrc was obtained# From 
among this list, one or too Agricultural Demonstrators 
from each Agricultural Extension Unit were randomly 
selected according to tho sirs of population. Thus 
from 11 Agricultural Extension Units, 14 Agricultural 
Demonstrators were selected. la tho third stage, 
from each of tho salacfcac! Agricultural Demonstrators a 
liot of all contact Camera was obtained. An 
Agricultural Demonstrator W3S having eight groups of 
contact farmers with 10 contact farmers in each group*
A contact former was randomly selected from each of the 
eight groups under an Agricultural Damonstrator and they
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were included in the samolc for data collection. Thus 
from each of the 14 Agricultural Demonstrators' area 
eight contact farmers, at the rate of one contact fanner 
for each group, were selected. Our of the total sample 
of 112 contact farmers, 12 contact farmers could not be 
interviewed as they were not available whenever the 
researcher trent to interview them. Hence, for the 
present 3tudy there were 100 contact fanners as 
respondents. The sampling procedure followed in the 
study is illustrated in Fig. 3.

3.3. Methods U3ed for data collection

An Interview schedule containing appropriate 
questions for obtaining the required data was prepared.
The interview schedule was discussed with a group of 
e:q?erts and necessary modifications were made to avoid 
ambiguity and redundance in the questions. The 
schedule was protected before it was finalised. The 
data were collected through personal interview method by 
the researcher using the final interview schedule. The 
researcher developed rapport with the respondents before 
the interview.

3.4. Measurement of variables
3.4.1. Dependent variable

Interpersonal communication behaviour of conuact 
farmer was considered as the dependent variable for the study.
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3.4*2. Independent variables

On the basis of the theoretical orientation of the 
present study, the following socio-economic and 
psychological characteristics were selected as 
independent variables to test their relationship with 
the interpersonal communication behaviour of contact 
fanners.

Extension orientation 
Scientific orientation 
Management orientation
Pattern of preference of information sources
Mass media participation
Socio-economic status
Attitude towards contact farmer system
Role perception
Role performance

3.4,1. Measurement of dependent variable - Interpersonal 
Communication Behaviour of contact fanners

Communication behaviour has been operationalised by 
different researchers in different xrayB ,

Katz and bazarsfeld (1955) measured communication 
behaviour from listening and reading nabits of the 
respondents.

Singh and Sahay (1970) operationalized communication 
behaviour of farmers as their Information seeking habits 
based on the use of information sources such as
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personal-localita, pBrsonal*»cosiaopolit« and mass media 
sources.

Hurfehy and cingft (1974). in thoir study, 
conceptualised communication behaviour of farmers as a 
composite measure of. awareness o£ technologically 
competent information sources, comprehension, ottltudinal 
change and adoption o f the raferont.

Singh and Prasad (1374) measured communication 
behaviour of the farmers as tho extant to which farmers 
ass exposed to different messages from various ccmsnunicatlon 
sources for the sa&e of adopting these massages.

aribastfaa and aingh (1975) uood She system analysis 
technique to study tow coEaaunication pattern of farmers.
They studied communication pattern of farmers in tarns 
of information input pattern, information processing 
pattern and information output pattern,

She above procedure baa been extensively employed 
by various researchers to measures tho communication 
pattern of various catogorisa of respondents.

ambastha end Singh (1376) and nmbastha (1360) made 
Use of this methodology to study the communication 
pattern of farm scientists.

Banoria and Singh (i960) also used tha syoteHi 
anslyoi® technique to measure the ccsnunication pattern 
of rnttonnicn personnel.

aSfSSg (1976) measured communication behaviour of 
Village lievel Workers os a composite measure of awareness*
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comprehension, attitude, education, skills and affective 
use of cccsnunicntion chcnnolo.

Bendhu and easbarilal (1976) identified the 
components of ccicnunlcetion behaviour as inward exposure 
sad outward OHpesura* Inward exposure was maaoured as 
tho exposures of fames® to those information sources 
through ishich they received information and outward 
exposure was measured in toms of their mo of the 
information sources to pass on information to fellow 
farmers*

Channegowda (1977) identified tho following 
dimonsions of Earners' eomKrunication behaviour.

Comprehension -
Recall bahoviour
Information reinforcing bohaviour 

1 credibility 
/ Symbolic adoption

Attituds
Information disseminating behaviour 

Belnoufcraffianlam and Hsaaon (1978) measured cosmunication 
behaviour of research parsons®! in terras of activities 
related to acquisition* processing and dissemination of 
agricultural information*

Panfiyaraj (1970) measured communication behaviour 
of Junior Agricultural officers of Korala in terms of 
information input* information processing, information
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output and information feedback indices* Ooraaunloatlon 
behaviour index -was a composite maasure of all these 
indices in terms of information encoding and infomation 
decoding*

Somu* Meaon and Kalemagon <1978) quantified the 
coKkT.unlcation behaviour of opinion leaders an the 
extent to which opinion leaders ware exposed to the 
messages through different sources and channels, Die 
components considered were tho nowspaper reading habit* 
radio listening habit* extension agency contacts end 
participation in the activities arranged by extension 
■workers.

Bhaakaran <1979) developed on interpersonal 
communication behaviour efficiency index. Shis referred 
to tho cumulative score obtained by a respondent and 
indicates the effectiveness of his Interpersonal 
communication behaviour as measured with reference to the 
selected etb-dimensiona of interpersonal conrnuoication 
behaviour, such as reciprocity* inertia* intension* 
directness, transitivity ate* Operationally it indicated 
a parson*® extent of effective interaction in 
interpersonal information exchange situations*

Kaddy °hd Singh (1979) developed a cocsaunioation 
behaviour indent to measure tho communication behaviour 
of Village Bevel SSrkers, She index represented 
different consonants of communication behaviour* via*, 
awareness of tho Selected agricultural messages through
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technologically cotnpetent sources, Imowledga-cuiD- 
translation behaviour in respect of selected Messages, 
communication abilities, skills ana qualities and 
ehanncl-uce*»ef£ectivane!5s.

among the different methods discussed above, the 
method follotyed by PandyaraJ (1978) was found useful 
for studying the pattern of receipt of technical information 
(information input) by contact farmers# information 
processing pattern of contact farmers# eoasnunication 
pattern of technical information (information output) 
by contact farmers and tho pattern of receipt of feedback 
information by contact farmers as envisaged in the study. 
Hence, for tho present study, this method wso uaed with 
oome modiflections to measure the interpersonal 
conmunicatlon behaviour of contact farmers.

Tho coonunlcation behaviour of contact farmers was 
measured as a composite of tho following specific 
activities,

1» Information receipt or input
Zt Information processing consisting of 

information decoding and information 
encoding

3. information eonr.unieation or output
4, Information feedback

These sUb-dimonsiong of communication behaviour 
ore briefly explained below i
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3*4.1*1, Information receipt or Input of contact formats
The process of transmission of technology at the 

grass root level Is taking place largely through *word»o&» 
mouth' ooraraunication in a face-to-face interaction* 
Korsavar* there are relevant research information 
which indicates that farmers consulted more of 
interpersonal sources than mass madia sources. Hence* 
for the present study it was decided to include only 
Interpersonal sources of information to study the 
information input pattern of contact fanners.

Information input was operationalisad as tho 
•oftenness* of receipt of Information about irrproved 
cultivation practices from different interpersonal 
information sources by the contact femers. This was 
named as 'pattern of receipt of technical information'.

Selection of messages
hhllo this study was being conducted, the 

Pepartment of Agriculture, Korala was transmitting 
technical messages on (he Inroroved cultivation 
aspects of paddy, coconut* banana, peppor and vegetables. 
Of thoce crops, coconut was tho arop cultivated by all 
tho selected contact farmers. Besides, the role of 
coconut crop in tho economy of the state Is crucial*
There is considerable scope for increasing coconut 
yields In the state by adopting improved cultural trna 
management practices. Accordingly, under tho Training



and Visit system major emphasis ia given for tha 
identification of critical impact points* in relation 
to coconut cultivation* Therefor®, messages on 
cultivation of coconut were selected to measure the 
interpersonal communication behaviour of the contact 
Camera in the present Study,

®or this purpose, fortnightly rasssagas identified 
and communicated during tho last one year only were 
considered for selection. Care was talton to IncludeIrepresentative messages oft improved varieties of 
coconut and its various after cultivation aspects such os 
plant protection, fertiliser application and irrigation.

To measure tho extent of information input, the 
contact farmers were caked to indicate how often they 
received information relating to coconut cultivation 
from different interpersonal sources listed for tho study* 
She different interpersonal sources listed were* 

Agricultural Demonstrators 
Junior Agricultural Officers 
friends 
Neighbours 
Relatives
fallow contact farmers
Hoj>-conteLct farmers of tho oroa
Commercial agents
Personnel of tho research stations
Personnel of the village institutions (Jrenchayetg and Co-oporativcsJ and local loaders

3G
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She respondents were asked to indicate thoir responses 
on a three point continuum ranging from “always" to 
“never", Tbs responses were assigned scores as 
followsI

She total information input score of tho 
respondents was obtained by adding tho scores obtained 
in respect of each typo of interpersonal source and for 
each message. The scores of all the respondents for 
each source were added for tho purpose of ranking tha 
sources oa tho basis of frequency of contact,
3,4.1,2, Information processing

To measure tho information processing pattern of the 
respondents two specific dtosnsione were considered.
They were information decoding and information encoding.
3,4.a.3.1, Information decoding

itor tho purpose of this study, information decoding 
was operationalised as the "aftenness" of difficulty 
felt by tho contact Earners in understanding the 
technical message relates! to coconut cultivation,
To measure thio, tho respondents were esJted to indicate 
how frequently they folt difficulty in understanding 
the technical messages related to improved varieties

sl.Ko, Category of response 
1 Always
3 Sometime*

Score
3
i
oSever
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of coconut# plant protection treasures* fertiliser 
application ana irrigation practices for coconut 
cultivation* she responses were rated on a three 
point continuum ranging from “always'’ to "never"*
®sa scoring pattern was as follows!

J£*E2*. s s s m
1 Always 0
2 Sometimes 1
3 Bsvor 2

This method of scoring was dens in order to 
facilitate the respondent in the efficient information 
decoding abilities to score maximum* She information 
decoding score for each respondent was obtained by 
adding the ocores corresponding to tho response pattern 
of the respondent to tha Rina messages given for this 
purpose* St® scores ofi all the respondents for each 
itm were added for ranking tho items*
3*4.1.2*2* Information encoding

In tois study* tho information encoding was 
operationalised as the "oftenneac" of difficulty 
felt by the contact formers in processing a technical 
information connected with coconut cultivation into a 
meaningful message of sfciplo words*

Use information encoding pattern of the respondents 
was measured in tho following manner, she respondents 
were asked to indicate hoa fretjuently they felt 
difficulty in communicating tho messages related to



improved varieties of eaoonufc* plant protection measures*
fortilisar application and irrigation practices of coconut
cultivation* She responses cero rated on a threo-polnt
conttouuKJ ranging from Wa2waycn to wn®VQr% Tho
responses were scored as shown belowi

S 5 ^ S S £ 3 L S 3 L E 2 S 2 m S  IS&ES.
1 Aluays 0
2 Soma times 1
3 Hovsr 2

Tho Information encoding score for ooch respondent 
was obtained by adding tip the scores corresponding to 
the response patterns of the respondent to the nine 
messages given Cor thin purpose* The ocoroa of all tho 
respondents for each item were added for racking 
the items*
3 *4*1*3* Information output

In this study* ths information output was 
operationalised as tha Roftenneos* of utilisation of 
different interpersonal ccftEunication methods by the 
contact farmers for dissemination of technical information 
related to coconut cultivation to follow formers*

To measure tho information output* each respondent 
was ashed to indicate how frequently he communicated 
tho technical information related to coconut cultivation 
to the fellow contact formers of its area* non-Contact 
farmers outside his area* neighbours* friends and 
others (comrauniaafcoos)* Tho respondents ueca also 
ashed to indicate how frequently hhey u©©1 tho 
different interpersonal communication methods for the

39
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purpose of cosmunica ting technical information related 
to coconut cultivation to these communicatee®, The 
interpersonal communication methods included in the 
study are given helowj

1. Personal talk during casual every day meetings
2. Personal talk during farm visits
3. Personal talk during houae visits
4* Group discussions during informs! masting

at some specific meeting place
8, Personal talk whan tho farmers approach 

for advice
6* Personal talk during informal meeting at 

contact points
7. Personal talk during method demonstrations
8* Personal talk during field trips 

She responses as to vtiora tho contact farmers 
communicated the massages and with what frequency were 
obtained on a threoepoint continuum ranging from "always" 
to "never”, She scoring pattern was as follows!

Category, of. .rpsppme Score
1 Always 3
2 Sometime* l
3 Haver 0

She information output score for each respondent was 
obtained by adding the score® corresponding to tho 
response patterns of tha respondents on the two items,
Tha scores obtained by oil respondents for each category 
of communicatees and interpersonal communication
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3.4.1.4* Info Elation feedback

In the present study, iaionna.tl.on feedback was 
operationalised as th® "oftenness" of receipt of opinion, 
feeling, doubts, ideas and thoughts as a result of 
information given by tbo contact farmers on technical, 
managerial and input supply sspoctc of coconut cultivation 
from follou farmers through different interpersonal 
communication methods.

ihc procedure followed Cor noasuraaenfe of information 
feedback its given below* She raspoaGonts were asked 
to indicate how frequently they received information 
feedback from fellow farmers through the different 
interpersonal comunication methods listed earlier, 
ffhey were also asked to Indicate how frequently Shay 
received different types of information feedback from 
fellow farmers, Sho types of information feedback 
era given balout

1, Communication of informations related to 
technical aspects

3. CoEsnunicatioa of information regarding 
sanction of loans

3, GBSKjunication of information regarding 
supply of inputs

Sho rasponees were obtained on a thre»»point eontinutsn
ranging from "always" to "never". 5Che responses were
scored as follows*
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21*23. Category o£ response Score
% Always 2

3 Sometimes i
3  Sever 0

Th© information feedback score for each, respondent
was obtained by adding tho scores corresponding to the 
response pattern o£ the respondeat# The scores obtained 
by the respondents for cash method of information 
feedback and typos of information feedback ware added 
separately for ranking them*

Computation -of scores for interpersonal eatmunicatlon 
behaviour

Tho scores for iatSEperaonsl esnsraiaication behaviour 
of the respondents were obtained by adding the ©cores of 
each respondent on all the components of interpersonal 
communication behaviour included in the study such as 
information input# information processing# information 
output and information feedback#

Categorisation of the respondents on the basis of their 
Interpersonal communication behaviour

The respondents were categorised into ’"low*# "medium* 
and %4gh* levels of interpersonal communication behaviour 
based on the formula# Hean + standard error# 2ha score 
range of each category was as follows*
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Low interporEono 1 cocciunicutlon 
behaviour i below 35-B1 score
ttaditsa interpersonal conmunication 
behaviour « 35.31 «* 40.19 score
High interpersonal communication 
bdhaviour * above 40.19 3coro

3.4.2* Itecouremcnt of independent variables
3.4.2. i. extension orientation

Extension orientation was operationally defined oa 

the extant of contact of the contact farmers with 
extension agcnaiOE and thoir extent of participation in 
extension activities.

Tho method used by BhasJcaran <1979) was uoed Cor 
'quantifying thio variable.

The extension orientation by the respondents was 
measured on tho following two dimensions.

Extension contact 
Extension participation

3.4,2.1.1. Extension contact
The extent of extension contact by the respondent

was computed by giving scores to tho items as below*
Si, rrequoncy of mooting Agricultural Scores8o. Demonatrator/Junior AgriculturalOfficer
1 Two or more times a xiedk 3
2 onco a wools 2
3 Once to thrice a month l
4 Stover 0
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3.4*2.1.2. Extension participation
Tho following activities were included to evaluate 

the extension participation of the respondents! 
study tour*
Meetings 
Farraers* daya 
Demonstrations 

She respondents * participation in tho above extension 
activities for the past one year was the index used to 
arrive at extension participation scores as belcwi

jj&uSax .'gpaquancv -S&npta.

1* Haver 0
3* Hot attending ellactivities %

3. hhonevar conducted 2

Tho scores obtained for both tho subwitema by 
each of tho respondents were calculated and tho total 
scoro for extension orientation was obtained by sunmatlon. 
After computing tha extension orientation score# the 
respondents were classified into three categories* talcing 
tho jsean value as the neaoure of chocle.

SI. s o , categorloa of extension Scoresorientation
••hi iothir mm  ....   iwiemif  MMw^awa*

1. Low Below 3.87
2. Kadiura 3.87 • 5.09
3. High Above 5.09
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3,4,2,2» Setentifio orientation
Scientific orientation, in this study* wan 

operationally defined as thooo aspects of respondent'»
orientation, which commits him to the observance of 
certain boots, standards and criteria for selection 
based an scientific principles, -which directly or 
indirectly influence his behaviour*

She scale developed by Supe <1969) -was followed, with 
some modifications to measure tho oxbanfc of scientific 
orientation of the respondents In this study,

Th® scale consisted o£ six. items (see appendix),
The searing for positive items in tho acalo was given 
below*

81, Mo. Category of response Score
1, Agrea 1
2, Eisagroa 0

The scoring pattern was raversod in tho case of 
negative items,

sc.lcntefic orientation score for each individual 
was found out by adding tho scores corresponding to 
each reopens® pattern, hosed on tec me*, the 
respondents vara classified into tee following' three groups*

81, Ho, Categories of scientific scoresorientation.
1, how scientific orientation Golov 9,49
2, Medium scientific 5*49 * 5,86orientation
3, High scientific orientation Above 5.06
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3,4,2,3m Management orientation

Kaangorient orientation refers to the degree to 
which a contact farmer Is oriented towards scientific:
Sana management comprising of planning* production 
and marketing functions of farm enterprise,

Xti order to know the respondents* management 
orientation the seal® developed by Samantha (197?) 
was used, Wie scale consisted of 13 statements, 
six statomontn each for planning, production and marketing 
orientation (sea Appendix), In each group, positive 
and negative statements ware nixed recoining 
at tho same time a more or loss psychological order 
of tho statements, Eho scores for each respondent 
in tho management orientation scale- eras obtained fcy 
summation,

2hus, after computing the respondents* management 
orientation score, they ware grouped into three 
categories ea belowi

S h J P x  Categories Scorgs
1* tow Below 11,37
2. Medium 11,37*12,37
3# High Above 12,37

3,4*2,4, Pattern of preference of information sources

Pattern of preference of inforaation sources was 
operationally dofinad as the degrao to which contest 
farmers like to get information from different sources.
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Fandyaraj (19?8) measured the Information seeking 
behaviour of Junior Agricultural Officers hy preparing

Ia list of all the information sources and asking the 
respondents to indicate their preference in respect of 
each of tho sources# This method was modified and 
used in this study* She respondents were asked to 
indicate how frequently they preferred to seek 
information from those sources* She response was 
rated on a three-point continuum ranging from "always* 
to "never"*

§ 2 * J 3 S Z l  -Category o f  jrassonge score

1* Always 2
2. Sometimes 1
3# Sever 0

The score of the respondents for preference of information 
sources worked out by adding tho scores corresponding 
to each response* Baaed on the mean value* the 
respondents were classified into three groups according 
to their pattern of preference of information sources* 

M+..KQ*. Categories Scare
1* low Below 7*55
2* Medium 7*55 - 9*53
3# High Above 9*53

The scores of all respondents for each item were 
added for ranking the items*
3*1* 2* 5* Mass media participation

Hass media participation was operationally defined
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ao tha extent to which contact farmers are closed to  

tho different mass media sources*
Bheskaran (1979) measured the mass media participation 

of fanners by preparing a list of different mass media 
sources and tho respondents were ashed to indicate as

i

to how often they used each Of those sources* She
same-, procedure was followed in this study aloo*

Iho mass media sources included are given belowi
1, Newspaper
2* Radio (general)
3, Radio (Rural programme)
4# Magazine and other literature on 

agriculture*
She veightaga for each item with reference to

frequency is given belowi
51s Ho* SSSSBSSPSr SS2Ea
1* 5wo or more times a week 4

2. Atleest onae a week 3
3. Atleaat once a fortnight 2
4* ’ Atleast once a month 1
5. Never 0

111113# tho score of each respondent was calculated. 
After computing tho mass media participation score* the 
respondents were grouped into tho following three 
categories keeping the mean value as a measure of 
check.
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B»SSL» fa tm x ia s .

U Urn Below 6.70
2 , Kadlus 6*70 -  6,13

3, Jttgh *150TO C.12

'She ocoran of all respondents for each loan vara added 
for ranking the items,
3*4*2*6, £©c4o>*ocononie status

Ctecio-econotaic status was operationally defined as 
tho paoiclaa a contact Comer occupies in tho cccennity 
With reference to Wo occupation, land holding, casta, 
education, socio-political participation, possessions, 
ftoussa end house-hold,

So eoasura this variable, the scale developed fcy 
Venkatarffliaiah <1983) was used* Ihct scale consisted 
of eight rain A torso, vis., occupation, land holding, 
costo, education, ascio-pollticai participation, 
possessions, house and ho ua ©.bold, She respondent was
Given a score under each of these eight categories an 
that tho final socio-economic status index was th® total 
of these scores. Only tho raaxinsura possible ocore was 
considered aider craeb category, sue score depends cm the 
wei&htago of too itono, Sbr instance isee appendix), 
wader oighto category, “possessions ", too famor nay 
possess a Cam antonl as well os a radio, ano no other 
poaoeafllens* Cxie firm cninol hae a weight of one, and 
radio has a weight of two, so too faroerc* score under
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this category is two. Eventually, the scores of all 
eight categories ware added ana this represented the 
socio-eooncmic status,

® »  respondents were classified into three oocis* 
econorAo status categories on the basis of the mean Value 
aa given below*

81. Ho. Soclo~economic status category Score range

3.4.2,7, Attitude towards contact faraior system
Attitude toward;* contact farmer system was 

operationally defined no the degree of poaitive or 
negative effect of tho contact farmsro towards the 
contact foraor system,

•she statements regarding different aspects of 
contact farmer system were collected from all possible 
sources. These stetesnsnfca were written carefully to 
include the universe of content about tha psychological 
object vis,, the contact farmer system, In this way,
40 statements t-ssre collected, Oso various 
otatemants of opinion thus collected were then edited to 
eliminate the items uhldfi Soil to nrae£ the prescribed 
standards as suggested by Edwards (1957). Of the 40 
statements selected, 31 statements worn retained after 
editing.
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She method of 'equal appearing Intervale' of 
Thurstono and Chave (1929) has been widely used for 
obtaining scale values for a large number of statements.
As par this technique, after tho statements were edited, 
they were presented to a group of Judges who were asked 
to sort the statements into "extremely favourable" 
through "neutral" to “extremely unfavourable" categories 
on a nine point continuum in which *1’ represented the 
moot unfavourable expression, 'S’ neutral and *9' 
moat favourable expression of opinion. She judges were 
asked not to give their opinion, but merely to estimate 
the degree of favourableness or unfavourablenesa expressed 
by each statement. She judges' responses were tabulated 
indicating tha number of Judges who placed each itgro 
in each category. Pan this data scale values for the 
individual items were computed. A statistical criterion 
of ambiguity, according to Edwards and Kenny <1946), in 
this technique is the distance batwaon tho points on 
the scale marking of the asth and 75th can tiles.
The distance interquartile range - called tha 'Q* value •* 
was worked out for each of the 31 statements*

rinal selection of statements

ibr selection of tha attitude statements to constitute 
the final scale, the following criteria were used.
1. Tho statements should have smaller *0* values os 
far as possible# A low 'a' value indicated that there is
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good agreement among tha Judges while a high 'O' value 
indicated lack of agreement, Tha statement* with 
lowest, ’a* values are believed to be tho least ambiguous.
2. The statements Selected should represent tha 
universe of opinions or content with respect to contact 
farmer system.
3, The seal* values should have equal appearing 
intervale. ie., distributed uniformly along the continuum,
4* There should be equal number of statements indicating 
favourable and unfavourable statements.

Based on those criteria, twelve statements, six 
favourable and six unfavourable, wore selected to constitute 
the final scale.

Validity of the scale

The validity of a scale depends <5>on tha fidelity 
with which it measures what it purports to measure. The 
scale developed for tho study was tested for tho following 
two typos of validity, 
a. Content validity

This is a hind of Validity by assumption (Guilford, 1954), 
The main criterion of the content validity is how well 
the contents of tha seal© represent the subject matter 
under study. This was token into consideration in the 
collection and selection of statements for tho scale, Cara 
was taken to Include all possible statements which 
represent tho universe of content*
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to. Construct validity

Whoa validity Of a measuring instrument cannot to® 
directly measured ana certain other measuring instruments 
are neadad to find out tha validity of on instrument# 
tha approach followed is t a n  ae construct validity.

Shies me tested tty calculating ae correlation 
coefficient tottowaen management orientation scores sod 
attitude* scores, thirty farmoro were selected from a 
non-assple area. Sha fsanagsoent oriontatioa ocorse 
and attitude scores of those 30 respondents ware 
calculated and tho correlation batoaen the two sets of 
scoroo was calculated. “Tho correlation coefficient was 
found to too highly significant (r •* 0.5160) and hence 
it m s concluded that the seal® bad construct validity.

Reliability of tho scale

A test score is colled reliable, when v:e have reason 
to ball we tha scores to too stable and trustworthy. 
Guilford <1954) defined reliability aa "tho proportion 
of tho variance in obtained test seoros*. A seal© can 
be aeid to toe nailable only when it will consistently 
produce the osraa result vhoti applied to tho sample eh 
any tiiao. ih* reliability of tho attitude scale 
constructed for tho precant study was tested toy applying 
eplit«half method so follows*

sho attitude scale was a-Sninistered to 30 respondents 
selected from a non»sasaplo area. atie scale divided into
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two halve® based on odl-avon numbers of statement®. Two 
safes oS scores wero thus derived. for the ssiso group 
of rcc.pondc.nfcG and the soared ucra correlated, The 
coefficient of correlation between the too secs u£ 
ccores was found to be bi;hly ulgnificcnt (r -=> 0,7532).
She reliability coefficient thuc obtained indicated that 
tho internal consistency of th--' atfeitu 'a sen to was quite 
high.

h&nlniotratlon of the scale

The attitude scale constructed as described above 
was administered to tho som3o respondents during the 
intorvtev. The attitude ntotenonts selected finally 
ware arranged r. vc'Semly. in the final format oS tha 
scale, there were fchrca columns representing a thrae-ioint 
continuum at agreement to disagreement through neutral.
Tho thrse«point3 on tho continuum 'ra s e 'Agree* ’neutral* 
and ’Disagree* with weights of 1 end 0 respectively 
for the favourable statenanto and with weights oS 0, 1 
and 2 respectively for the unfavourable otatorcsits.

While administering the scale, the respondent® were 
ashed to respond to each statement in term of thoir own 
degree of agreement or diEagrecacnt. After getting th® 
responses the scoring was dona by the method suggested 
by DysoncS; ana Crown U91P). According to this method, 
tho weights of hikerfc and oealc Values o£ ‘Biurotono wero 
combined in tha form of product, Tho total score for a
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respondent wo* the sun of tho product* over ell the 
statements. Eysenck ana Crown (1949) reported that thi* 
method of scoring led to higher reliability.

Based on the mean attitude score of tho respondents, 
they were categorised into three groups according to 
thoir attitude towards contact farmer system.

SJhtJSSs. S&Pft38>&!& &S?*B
1* Low attitude (unfavourable) Below 76.12
2. Hedlum attitude (neutral) 76,12 * 87.36
3. High attitude (favourable) Above 87,36

3,4,2,8, Role perception
Solo perception was operationally defined os tho 

degree to which contact formers perceive their rolo as 
contact formers as envisaged undor tho Training and 
Visit eyctam.

A rolo perception schedule was prepared, ibr this, 
tho various roles that should bo played by tho contact 
farmers were identified. Possible roles were 
collected from different sources, i®«, by review of 
literature and by consulting tho officers of the 
Department of Agriculture. A comprehensive list of such 
roles was prepared. After editing, 11 roles were 
selected.

Adsiiniotration of tho scale

At tho time of tho interview, the respondents ware 
asked to Indicate their opinion regarding the
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Importance of those roles. She response to each role 
was obtained on a three point continuum. She following
scoring pattern was used*

31,Ho. Category of resaonse score
1. Moot important 3
2. Important 2
3+ JUaaat Important %

The role perception score of an individual was obtained 
by adding up tho acorao of tho corresponding responses 
for all the listed so lea, its scores of all the 
respondents for each role were added for ranking the 
roles, After coeluting tho role perception score the 
respondents were categorised into three groups taking 
the mean value as a measure of chock,

SI. 8o, Categories of role perception Score
1. Sow Below 17.42
2. Madias 17,42-19.27
3* High Above 19.27

3,4.2.9* Bole performance
fiole performance was operationally defined as the 

extent to which contact farmers perform their role as 
contact formers as envisaged under tha Training and Visit 
system.

In tho present study, tho sole performance of 
contact farmers m o measured by ashing the respondent* to 
indicate hew frequently they porforased the identified 
roles* She responses were obtained on a three-point 
continuum ranging frcta ’always* to ’never*, Tha 
scoring of the different response categories was as follow**
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S I i SSa. Category. oS. ...response
1*
z .
3.

Always
Sometimes
Eievsr

Score
3
1
0

She total role performance scores of tho respondent* 
were obtained by adding up tho scores corresponding to 
tha response pattern of tho roles. She relative 
importance of tho various roles performed by contact 
farmers was ascertained by calculating the rank for 
each role, Ike ranks ware determined by adding tha 
scores of all respondents for each role.

On tho basis of moan value obtained, contact 
farmers wore classified into three groups as given below*

Sl.tfa. Categories of role conformance Score
1. too Below 7,53
2» Hediura 7,52 » 9,67
3. High Above 9,67

3,5, statistical measures used
She following statistical measures were used in the 

analysis of the data,
3,5,1, Correlation
3,5,1,1' Correlation coefficient is a measure o£ the 
association between two or more variables. Correlation 
coefficient was worked out to test tho association 
between interpersonal communication bohaviour and 
different independent Variables, Intercorreletion 
analysis was worked out to find tha correlation among 
the different independent variables.
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3.5.1*2, Test a t significance
Tha obsarved valt\o of correlation coefficient was 

compared with the tabulated value for (n»2) degrees of 
foedom for C.05 level of significance, To test tha 
significance of correlation coefficient, the table Cor 
the values of the correlation coefficient Cor different 
levels of significance was used (Pillai, 1957).

3*5*1.3, Path Analysis

Path analysis was developed by bright U921) for 
the purpose of interpretation in terras of paths of 
causation. If the cause and effect relationship is 
well-defined, it la possible to represent the whole 
system of included variables in the form of a 
qualitative diagram, known aa patn diagram* It ie 
assumed that all relatione are linear,

It Is observed that thore will be not only direct 
effect (or influence) of independent characters on 
dependant character, but also indirect effect (or influence) 
on it through independent characters. Path analysis 
la a method of measuring Influence along each separate 
path in ouch a system of variables and finding the 
degree to which variation of a given effect Is 
determined By each particular cause. This analysis is 
based on the degree of knowledge of correlation among 
the variables in the system with such knowledge aa may be 
possessed by causal relations, Co, the iict of variables
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chosen for path analysis is important and should be well 
balanced.

The linear relationship between the dependent and 
independent variables is denoted by

riy “ piy*il * sV ri2 + p3s^i3 + * * * + pkY*ik
in a system of h independent variables,
( i «= 1, 2, . . . . . .  .k ) ,  whore P^, i » l ,  2 , . . k
are tho path coefficients and P ^  measures tho direct 
effect of A variable on dependent variable, Y.

measures the indirect effect through k*®1 variable, 
and r^y, i c 1, 2, , , , ,K denotes the correlation
between the A**1 independent variable and dependent variable y

In addition to thaso, there are certain uncontrollable 
causes of variation, which is designated as residual 
variation and this residual effect is determined from 
the relation,

pk y  " /  1 “ j ^ V i y

If the correlation coefficient between a causal factor 
and the effect is almost egual to its direct effect, then 
the true relationship is explained by tho correlation 
coefficient and a direct selection through this character 
will be effective,- If the correlation coefficient 
between a causal factor and tho effect is negative or 
negligible, the indirect effect seem to be the- cause of 
correlation. If the correlation coefficient is nogative
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but the direct effect la poaitlve and high, 
reotrictions are to ba ittpoaod to imiltify the 
undesirable Indirect effects in order to 
make U3e of tha direct effect (Singh end KaHnr, 
1977).



RESULTS



4. RESULTS

Xn this chapter, tho results of the study are 
presented In tho following secruonces.

4.2. Dependant variable
She dependent variable, nanoly the overall 

interpersonal comunication behaviour of contact farmers 
consisted of tho following components,
4*1.2. Pattern of recoipt of technical information

(information input) on coconut cultivation by 
contact farmers,

4.1.3, Information processing pattern of contact farmers,
4.1.3, Communication pattern of technical information 

(information output) on coconut cultivation by 
contact farmers,

4.1.4, Pattern of receipt of feedback information by 
contact farmera,

4.1.5, overall interpersonal communication behaviour 
of contact formers,

4.2. Independent variables
Tho independent variables included in the study 

consisted of the following cocic-phychological characteristics,

4.3.1, extension orientation of contact termers
4.2.2, fioiontlfic orientation of contact form ora
4.2.3, Management orientation of contact farmers
4.2.4, Pattern of preference of information sources by 

contact farmers
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4.2,5. Mess media participation by contact farmer*
4*2.6# Doeio-eeonomie status of contact farmers 
4.2*?* Attitude of contact farmers towards contact 

farmers system 
4.2*0. Rol© perception of contact farmers 
4.2*9* Kolo performance of contact farmers
4.3* Results of path analysis
4*3*1* Inter-correlation among dependent and independent 

•variables
4.3.2* Direct and indirect effects of dependent variables 

on tho dependent variables

4*1* Dependent variable
4*1*1. Pattern of receipt of technical information 

(information input) on coconut cultivation by 
contact farmers

2ha pattern of receipt of technical information 
(information input) by contact farmers is presented in 
Sable l»

It could bo observed from the data furnished in 
I’able 1 that contact farmers received most of tha information 
on coconut cultivation from ‘Agricultural Demonstrators* 
of tho Department of Agriculture and 'local Loaders* were 
the least consultod source of information. As high as 
99 per cent of the respondents never received information 
from ‘Local Leaders*. Only three per cent of the 
respondents reported receipt of Information from



Table 1, Pattern of receipt o£ technical information (imornation input) on coconut 
cultivation by contact forcers (n es 100)

SI.
no*

aasponce pattern in percentage
Information sources Always Soniotimes Sever Ttotal

percentage
Total
Score Rank

1. Agricultural Demonstrators 74 22 4 100 170 1
2 . Junior Agricultural 

Officers 0 29 63 100 45 2

3. Friends 7 16 77 100 30 3
4. neighbours 4 14 79 100 23 4
5. Relatives 4 IS ?a 100 26 S
6. Pallo-j contact farnsors S 8 8? 100 18 6
7 . Kon-contact farmers of 

tho area 2 4 94 100 8 7
S. Comcrcial agents 1 5 94 100 7 8
9. Personnel of the 

research station 2 1 97 100 5 9
10. Personnel of the village 

institutions (Panchayats 
and Co-operatives) 0 3 97 100 3 10

11. Local leaders 0 1 99 100 1 11

CTJ
C*5
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'Personnel of tho research stations'. Only six per cent 
respondents had indicated that they always received 
information from 'Commercial agents1. Similarly, only 
six per cent of tho respondents received information from 
‘Non-contact farmers' of their area. Thirteen 
per cent of the respondents received information always or 
sometimes from their 'Fellow contact farmers'. The 
role of 'Friends’ and 'Neighbours' as interpersonal 
sourcos of information was also negligible since about 
80 per cent of tire respondents reported that they never 
received information on coconut cultivation from thair 
'Friends' and 'Neighbours'. A s much as 63 per cent 
of the respondents reported that they never received 
information from 'Junior Agricultural Officers*. From 
theso results, it is crystal cloar that the 'Agricultural 
Demonstrator* acted as the nost consulted interpersonal 
source of information to the contact farmers. The pattern 
of receipt of technical information by contact farmers is 
illustrated in Fig. 4.

4.1.2. Information processing pattern of contact farmers

Information processing pattern of contact farmers is 
presented in Table 2.

The results furnished in Table 2 showed that contact 
farmers experienced 'lease difficulty* in understanding 
the message relating to 'improved variecies of coconut (Ml)'. 
They had ‘more difficulty* in understanding the message 
on 'control of red palm weevils (M3)*. In the case of 
encoding also, they reported 'least difficulty* for
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S n c 0 <3 i n g
fctem in 
fige
Ties Never

Total
per
cent
age

Total
score

Rank

94 100 193 1

82 100 175 2

76 100 168 4

78 160 167 3

57 100 151 5

54 100 127 6

36 100 111 7

33 100 94 9

36 100 100 8



FIS 4 PATTERN OF RECEIPT OF TECHNICAL INFORMATION 
( INFORMATION INPUT) BY CONTACT FARMERS

9NOIiffU.llfTll 3&V11IA 
siO 13N>4QS*2Jel
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•Massage HI* and 'highest difficulty' for the message 
on *control of rhinoceros beetle (M2)**
4.1*3. Conmunication pattern of technical information 

(Information output) on coconut cultivation by 
contact formers

The two aspects studied under information communication 
were the extent of use of interpersonal communication 
methods by contact farmers for communicating information 
and tho Frequency of tfteir comunication with different 
categorise of farmers.
4.1.3.1. Extent of use of interpersonal communication 

methods
Bata regarding the extant of use of interpersonal 

communication methods by contact farmers era presented 
in Tables 3*

It could be seen from Table 3 that among different 
interpersonal conmunlcatlon nothods, * Personal tails 
during casual everyday meeting* emerged as the most 
often used method by contact farmers for cosimunicating 
with other formers. This was followed by ‘Personal talk 
during farm visit and house visit*. Only 14 per cent 
of the respondents used ‘Grot© discussions* to 
communicate technical information to others, ‘Personal 
talk during informal meeting at contact points* and 
•Method demonstration* were not common and 97 por cent of



Sable 3« Extent of use of interpersonal cossnunication methods by contact terrors
(n » 100)

SI* Interpersonal
no. corrcunicaticn methods

Response pattern In percentage 
Always conotiffles Sever Total percentage

1* Personal talk during
casual every day meeting 10

2* Personal tall; during
farm visit 9

3. Personal talk during
house visit 11

4. Group discus'ilon during 
internal meeting at 
some specific meeting
place 10

5* Personal talk whan the 
farm era approach for 
advice 6

6. Personal tall; during 
internal meeting at 
contact points 3

7. Parsanal talk duringmethod demonstration %

8. Personal ta lk  during
field trips I

16

12

3

74

79

86

06

93

97

97

99

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

Total
score

3S

30

25

24

13

6

4

2

Rank

1

2

3

6

7

a

4

5

2
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of the respondents reported that they nevor used these 
opportunities to communicate information to other farmers. 
Only seven per cent of the respondents engaged in personal 
talk to communicate Information on coconut cultivation 
' When the farmers ajjproach for advice'. ‘ Personal talk
during field trip* was also seldom used as only one per 
cent of the respondents had indicated this channel as a 
means of communication.

4.1.3,2. Frequency of communication with different 
categories of farmers

The data pertaining to the frequency of communication 
of contact farmers with different categories of farmers 
are presented in Table 4.

It was evident from the data presented in Table 4 
that contact farmers communicated technical Information 
to ’Non-contact farmers of their own area' more 
frequently. As much as 58 per cent of them roported 
that they communicated technical information to 'Other 
farmers of their area' either 'always* or !sometimes'.
In was also observed that other categories of farmers to 
whom the contact farmers communicated technical information, 
to a lessor extent, were their 'Friends' and ‘Neighbours'. 
Communication of technical information by tho contact 
farmers to tho 'Non-contact farmers outside their area* 
and to 'Local leaders* was also found to be minimum. The 
frequency of communication with different categories of 
farmers is furnished in Fig, 5.



Table 4* Frequency of ccmnsunicatlon with different categories a£ farmers
(n » 100)

Response nattern in percentage
no* Ca ê9 ° t lGS of comtnicatGes Always Sometimes Kcvor Total Rank
■ * per-

cerstago

1. Kon-contact farmers of
the area 30 28 42 too 83 i

2. Friends li 34 5S 100 56 2
3. Koighbaurs 11 33 56 100 55 3
4. Colleagues (Fellow contact, farmers) 5 27 6S 100 37 4
5« Non-contact farmers of 

other areas 4 20 76 100 28 5
6. local leaders 6 5 39 100 17 6
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4.1.4. Pattern of receipt of feedback information 
by contact fanners

Sals aspect was studied on the following linosi
4.1.4.1. Type of information feedback received by 

oonfcsct fanners
4.1.4.2. She rwthodo through which feedback information 

was received
4.1.4.1* Type of Information feedback received by 

contact farmers
Data pertaining to different typea of information 

feedback received by contact farmers are presented in 
fable 3»

Data showed that raoet of the feedback information 
received by contact farmers woo on ’Technical aspects * 
followed by*Information regarding sanction of loans* 
and on 'aspects related to supply of Inputs'. m  
general, the extent of feedback was poor since most 
of the respondents had indicated that they 'never* 
received feedback Information from fellow farmers*
4,1,4*2, Data related to the ways through which information 
feedback occurred ere presented in Table 6 given belowi 

It was observed that among all the listed methods, 
'Information feedback during c a s u a l everyday meeting1 
was tho important mathod used by the respondents as 
Indicated by tha highest total score for this item 
<29 score)« The second ana third ranko were assigned to



Table* 5. Types o£ incarnation feedback received by contact fanners
in = 100)

31, j-ypeo o£ iafurfiiafcion 
no. feedback

Response pcttara in p ercenfcago - ...... ... T C w l
Always Soi.-o times Stever Total score

percentage
Rank

1, Comunication of 
infonpation related 
to technical aspects

2, CscH>’Eiicati.on o f  
inforraation regarding 
sanction of loans

3* Gomunication of
incarnation regarding 
supply of inputs

16 10 74 IC O

86  100

95 iCO

42 1

20 2

6 3



■Table 6. Methods of receipt o£ information feosl&aeh
(n ■= 100)

&1« f CthQ&S ©£ Posponse pattern In percentage
—  'Total

no. information feedback Always Sometimes Never Total score
percentage

Rank

1. Daring casual 
everyday meeting 10 9 81 100 29 1

2. HOBJO call, by 
fellow farmers 0 5 87 ICO 21 2

3, House visit 5 5 90 100 15 3
4. SJhilo meeting at 

contact points 2 1 97 100 S 4
S. Airing group meeting 

at some specific 
meeting place 2 98 100 4 5

-siro
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'homo-call by fallow farmers' and 'house visit', only 
two par cent of tho respondents reported receipt of 
feedback information during 'group meeting at some 
specific meeting place' and 'while meeting at contact 
points*. The results pointed out to the generally 
poor pattern of use of information feedback mothod* 
in the study area.
4*1.5. Overall interpersonal communication behaviour 

of contact farmers
The scores obtained by tha respondents on each of 

the four dimensions discussed above were computed and tho 
total acor® for each respondeat woe worked out to 
denote his interpersonal communication behaviour score*
On tha basis Of this score, tho respondents were 
classified into low, medium or high categories of 
interpersonal communication behaviour, keeping maan as 
tha measure of check. The results in this respect are 
furnished in Table 7.

Data on Table 7 showed that as high os 43 per cent 
of the respondents had only low level of interpersonal 
communication behaviour* Thirty-eight per cent of the 
respondents belonged to the high category of 
interpersonal communication behaviour and 10 per cent 
of the respondents had medium level of interpersonal 
communication behaviour. Considering that the maximum 
score poasible on all these items is 102, the mean score of 
38 for the total sample io very low,



Table 7* bisfcribution o S respondents according to their interpersonal 
coĵ rr un icat i o n behaviour score

i n  r  100)

sl* Interpersonal coramanlcatlon Score F Percentageno* behaviour ranged BQW

1* low below
35.81 43 43

2* Modiun 35*81 —
40. 1 9  19 19

3* High Above
40.13 38 38

i lean ccore « 38

<n-
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4.2. Independent variables
Soeio-psychologicai characteristics o f contact 

farmers*
4*2.2* Extension orientation of contact farmers

The distribution of respondents according to their 
level of extension orientation is presented in Table 8*
Table S. distribution of respondents according to

their level of extension orientation
(n *» 100)

61#no. bevel of extension Score orientation range frequency Percentage

2. Low Below3.07 46 46
2* i sodium 3,87 « 5*09 26 26
3. High Above5*09 28 20

Total 200 100

Mean score i 4*48
Correlation coefficient > 0.2162 (significant)
It is evident fro m tho results presented in Table 

that majority of tha respondents (46 per cent) wore found 
to hava only low level of extension orientation* This 
was followed toy contact fanners having high level (28 
per cent) and soodiisa level (26 per cont) of extension 
orientation# The man score of 4*460 does not coqpare 
well with the maximum score possible (ID* The
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computed correlation coefficient between interpersonal 
eomunication behaviour and extension orientation of the 
respondents was significant.
4*2#S. Scientific orientation of contact farmers

The distribution of respondents according to their 
level of scientific orientation is shown In Table 9 «

Table 9* Distribution of respondents according to 
their level of scientific orientation

<n * 100}
SI,no. level of scientific orientation scorerange frequency Percentage

i. tow Below5.49 12 12
2* Medium 5.49 * 5*36

►

0 0
3. High above5.86 88 88

Total 100 100
J-Sean score i 15.6
Correlation coefficient ■ 0*1496 (Not significant)
Tho data presented in Table 9 reveal that towering 

percentage of the respondents <80 per cent) cams under 
♦high* category in respect of scientific orientation 
and tho remaining 12 per cant possessed lc*< level of 
scientific orientation* While the roasctoia ecosa 
possible in this dimension was six# tha moan score 
of tho respondents was as high as 5,690. The correlation 
coefficient between intorporscaal cotnrunlcation behaviour



and scientific orientation oS contact farmers was 
0.1496 which was not significant*
4.2.3. ftenagsnont orientation of contact farmers

Th® distribution of respondents according to their 
level oil agnaocmenft orientation is presented in Sable 10,

Table 16* Cistrifcntlori of respondents according to 
their level o£ firsnagte'ssat orientation

<n » 100)
si, tevel of rranagsmont no* orientation Scoreranga frequency Percentage

1. how Below11.37 46 40
2, fJsditw 11,3713*37 4*

IS 15
3, High Above12*37 4$ 45

Total 100 100

Mean score *11,070
Correlation coefficients 0,2393 {significant)

he indicated in Table 10 majority of tb® contact 
fawners (45 par Cent) lied high level of raanagenisnfc 
orientation, St was closely followed by low level 
category <40 por cent). Only IS per cent of the 
respondents earno under tnedlra level of raesogesacnt 
orientation* St la to bo pointed oat that in general.
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the management orientation of tho contact farmers was 
appreciably higher with a mean score of 11.870 as 
compared to the maximum seof© possible (10)* fJ3ttS 
correlation coefficient between Interpersonal coramunicGtiQn 
behaviour sad management orientation of contact farmers 
worked out to 0*2993, viilcb was significant*
4*2*4* Pattern of preference of information sources 

by contact fanners
The icia'ta pertaining to the pattern of preference 

of information sources by contact farmers are presented 
in Table 11 and illustrated in Pig* 6*

It Is evident from Table H  that Agricultural 
Demonstrators 'wore by far the moot important source 
preferred by contact farmers for sseJdng from Information* 
Kewspapata, Junior Agricultural Officers and radio farm 
broadcasts were also preferred to a great extent, 
Agricultural seminars, personnel of the research stations, 
agricultural boohs, agricultural exhibitions, 
agricultural training and agricultural Journals wore 
preferred by a fewer percentage o£ contact farmers* 
Agricultural gulde/dlarics was reported to be the 
least preferred source of farm information and us high 
os 92 per cent of the contact farmers never preferred it* 
Agricultural BcKonatrators as tho most preferred source



fable 11, Pat:torn of preference of information sources by contact £amors
Cn a  100)

Response pattern in percentage
S I .
no, Infomatlen sources T o t a lAlways Sometimes Kcver Total score

percentage
&anfe

1. Agricultural Demonstrators 78 5 17 100 157 I
2 . spacer 40 30 30 too 110 2
3 . Junior Agricultural Officers 51 7 42 too 109 3

4# Hadlo f a m  broadcast 41 23 36 100 105 4

s . Agricultural Seminars 30 16 54 100 76 5

6 . Personnel o f research stations 29 4 67 100 62 6

?. Agricultural books IS 11 71 100 47 7
8. Agricultural exhibition 13 9 73 100 45 8
9 . Agricultural training 16 11 73 100 43 9

10, Agricultural journals 17 7 76 100 41 10
11. Agricultural guides/ 

diaries 6 2 92 100 14 11

-vl
co
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of information was Indicated by as much as 78 per cant 
of th® farmers and this resalt is particularly 
encouraging*

Based on the frequency of Information seeking from 
these sources by the contact farmers, they were 
classified, into three groups.
Table 12, distribution of respondents according to

. their pattern of preference of information
sources

(n *» 100)
si.
no. bevs! of preference of information sources scorerange Breguenqy Percentage

U low Below7,53 40 48
2. Kedium 7,55 * 9,33 id 16
3, High Above9.53 36 36

Kean score * 8,540
correlation coefficient » 0,3814 (significant)
a© shown in Table 13 majority of tho contact farmers 

£48 per cent) had low level of preference of information 
sources, this vaa followed by 38 par cent of the 
contact farmers with high level of. preference of 
information scmrcee. Only 16 per cant of the 
respondents were found to have medium level of preference
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Off lofojcatatioa sources, Tho rcexfcmra score possible 
in this dimension was 22 end tho mean score of th* 
sample was 8*340 which is oospapahively low. The 
correlation coefficient worked out betweeniinterpersonal eonssuaication behaviour ana pattern off 
preference of information sources by contact 
foBMrs \«s 0*3814* uhitb was significant,
4*3*5* iteas media participation off contact fanners

She data pertaining to the raasa madia participation 
of contact farmor# are presented in Tablo 13*

It was evident from Table 13 that majority of the 
respondents <68 per cent) ware reading newspapers two 
or more times s w*bk and only seven per cant of the 
respondents indicated that they never road newspaper* 
Though TO per coat of the respondents listened to 
radio* only 68 por cant off the respondents were 
listening to radio rural programmes* She least 
favoured mass medio source turaea out to be the farm 
aagaslnes end other literature on agriculture as they 
were used fey only seven par cent of the respondents*

Based on the freguenoy off mass media participation, 
the respondents were categorised into three groups 
keeping mean as the measure of chock, The results 
off this analysis are presented in Table 14.



Table 13, I toss nadia participation of tho respondents
in »  10Q)

Si. Kiisa rcedia sources no.
frequency o£ participation

ksnk.Too or Atleast Atleast Atleast He*, total scoreoora once crce a once a ver per-tines a wee& fort- month ceatagsa oeeh night

1. Heads nawspaoer 63 10 11
2, bis tens to radio 28 13 13
3, Listons to radiorural progrorcioc 25 12 IS
4. Reads farm ragaainea and other literatureon agriculture —» i i

4 7 100 32S 1
10 21 100 237 a

13 32 300

93 200

285 3

10 4



Table 14* Distribution of respondents according to 
| thoir level of r.aos media participation

(n « 100)
SI*no* bevel of mass media participation Scorerange Frequency Percentage

1. boir Below6.70 43 43
2. Medium 6*70 «*8*12 16 16
3. High Above

8*12 42 42

®sfcal 100 100

n e o n  s c o r n  3 7,410
Correlation coefficient « 0,3076 (significant)



A ponsasl of tha data presented in Table 14 
indicates that an equal percentage (42 per cant each) 
of respondents were fount! to «ava low level and hicji 
level of mao madia participation, The ranalning 
16 per cent of tho respondents belonged to the medium 
level os jneas media participation. Taking into 
consideration, tha maximum score obtainable is this 
dimension (26), tho preformanca of respondents in 
general was very poor ac indicated by tho moan score of 
7,410, 1 Tho coa$>utod oorraletlva coefficient between 
interpersonal communication behaviour and mass media 
participation was 0,3976 which was significant,
4*2,6, ek>eio« economic status of contact farmers

The distribution of raspondents according to thair 
Gocio»epetK®iic status is presented in Table 15,
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Table 15, Distribution of respondents according to 
t'nair luvol of ooclo-economic status

(a a aoo)

1, houcr socio-economic status Below10,60 41 41
3. Middle socio-economic status 18.60 - 19.60 19 19
3. l?ppor osclo-economic status Above19.60 40 40

Total 100 100
Kean score » 19.10
Correlation coefficient; = 0,3090 (significant)
Bata in Sablo IS emit ths finding that while 41 

par cent of the respondents had lower socio-economic 
status, on almost equal percentage 140 par cant) of 
the respondents was coming under higher socio
economic status category, Tho percentage of 
respondents coming under middlo socio-economic 
status category vac only 19 per coat. In general, 
tho socio-economic status of tha respondents was 
found to bo loo. Tho correlation coefficient between 
interpersonal communication behaviour and socio
economic status of contact formers was 0.3090, which 
wao slgnificont.
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4*2*7. Attitude of contact famoro towards contact 
farmer oysteni

Data in Table 1C relate to tho dirtributi.cn cf 
respondents according to their .level of attitude 
towards contact farmer system.

Table IS. Distribution of respondents according to
their level of Qtti aide towards contact
farmer system

(n a 100)
Si,
no. bevel of attitude Scorerange 5’rcqucncy -Percentage

1. low Bolow76.12 39 39

2. Medium 76,12 ~ 07. 3© 16 16
3. High Above

07.36 45 45

Total 100 100

Mean score t 01.741
Correlation coefficient « 0.5396 (significant)

The data in Table 16 Illustrate that majority of 
tho respondents (45 par cent) had high level of 
attitude towards contact famar system. It was 
followed by rospondonts (39 per cent) having low lovel 
of attitudes. Only 16 per cant of tho respondents had 
medium level of attitude towards contact former system. 
It could bo observed that naan score obtained for this 
dimension was appreciably high (87.741), considering 
tho maximum score possible (122.2), The correlation



coefficient between the dependent variable end 
attitude of contact farmers towards coatact £ a n «  
aystsra was computed no 0.5396 which was significant.

4.2.8. tola perception of contact farmers

Sho data pertaining to tho role perception of 
contact formers are presented in Sable 17.

It could bo dbaorvad from Sable 17 that meiorlty 
of contact formers <03 par cant) rated 'Maintaining 
regular and frequent contact with the Agricultural 
Demonstrators' followed by 'asplalalny the messages 
and their ©yperiencca to abhor femora* <22 test coax.) 
and 'Demonstrating the Introduced recommended 
practices to other farmers la the area quickly' (82 
per cent) as the racist Important roles. Eighty per cent 
of the respondents felt 'Assisting la spreading tha new 
technology to most fomero in the area quickly*.
‘Hilling to try out practices rccomonded by the 
extension worker* <79 per cent) and 'Allowing other 
farmers to visit contact farmers' fiold <89 por cent) 
as important roles. *Hmi role of 'JSaintalning regular 
and frequent contact with the other farmers* woo 
perceived as moot Important by 74 per cant of the 
respondents. 'Active participation in th® extension 
activities organiced by tho extension staff in 
agriculture' and 'Helping other farmers to obtain 
bank loans, supply and services and other facilities



Table 3.7, Bole perception of tha rcspondente
(n *> 100}

si.
so. SoIm of contact farcers

Response pattern in percentage
xotsltfcnt icpojs- teaist Total score iajxasrt- taafe import* per— ant ant csntege

Rank

1. flair Gaining regular and frequent 
contact with Agricultural benonstrators. €& 9 3 100 105 1

z . listplairsing the messages and their CKperieneas to other farters 62 IS 3 too r/9 2

3. remonstrating the introduced 
reccEssended practices to other farmers in the area cuia'sdy ©2 14 4 100 173 3

4 * isolating in spreading the new technology to cost, fanners : n  
the area quickly SO 15 5 100 175 4

s. hilling to try out practices reco«tten<2ea by tho oxtcn slonworkers 79 16 5 100 174 5
6, Allowing other fartnoro fcn vi sit contact farmers1 field £0 14 6 100 174 5
?. ilotivating tha follow Camera to 

adopt racoaaneadafcione on par* of 
their land 75 17 a 100 167 7

Confd. .......

co-j



fable 17. (Qaotd,,,..,,)
in rn 100)

si,CO* Rolo of contact farmers Response pattern Id  percentage
Host import* ue a at Total irsorb* ant import* per-ant safe cantegs

fatalscore Eank

S* Maintaining regular uaa frequent'
contact with other fanners 74 19 6

9* Participating tho fellow farmers
in the Qiseassions to hear tha
racMmeudaticas 70 17 13

1 0 *  Active participation to t h eextension activities organised 
by the extension -stefaS toegrienlture 55 11 34

11, Helping other famers to obtaining bank loans, supply and services and 
ocher facilities necessary foragricultural ttevolopsont SS It 34

100

100

tea

100

166 e
15? 9

121 10,5

121 10.5



necessary for agricultural development' vera tho 
roles perceived as important by 55 par cant of the 
respondents, She distribution of respondenta 
according to their lovol of role perception is 
furnished in Sable 16,
Sable is, Distribution of respondents according to

8 9 ^

their level 05 role perception
(n «* 100)

ai,no. Bevel of solo perception ' rSg" « * 3 W r Percentage
1, hOW Balov17,422 35 35
2. Jfcsc&uas 17,422 - 19,278 10 10
3. High Above19,276 35 55

Total 100 100
Moon scare * 10,35
Correlation coefficient =* 0,2545 (significant)
It in evident from tho results presented in Table 18 

that majority o s tho respondents (55 par cent) were found 
to have high level of role perception, ©Uo was followed 
by 35 par cent respondents having low level of role 
perception, Sen par ue.ic of toe respondents belonged to 
the medium category of role perception,. In general, as 
the mean solo perception score iitdieevtoa, the role 
perception by too respondents waa appreciable, The
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correlation between interpersonal communication behaviour 
and role perception of contact farmers was 
significant (0.2S46).
4.2.9. Hole performance of contact farmers

The data pertaining to the role performances of 
contact farraars ar© presented in Table 19.

It is evident from Table 19 that an appreciably 
higher percentage (81 pear cent) of the respondents were 
’Maintaining regular ones frequent contact with the 
Agricultural Peraonotrators'. In tho role performance 
hierarchy, tho other Important roles performed were 
’explaining tho massagos and other experiences to 
othor famors’, ';laintaining regular and frequent contact 
with other farmers’, end 'billing to try out practices 
reconisotided by the extension workers *. Tha least 
performed roloo were ’Active participation in the 
extension actlvifcios, organised by the extension staff in 
agriculture’, and ’Helping other formers to obtain bank 
loans, supply and terviccss and other iacilitios necessary 
for agricultural development*. Tho roles, ’Participating 
tho fellow farmers in tho discussions to hear the 
recommendations' and ’Motivating tho fellow farmers to 
adopt tha recommendations on part of thoir land’ were 
performed only to a negligible extent by tho respondents. 
The distribution of respondents according to thoir level of 
role performance is furnished in Table 20.



‘Table 19. Rola performance of tha respondents <n =■ 100)
si.no. Hole o£ contact farmers S£3Sa2S.ESS£5«?.JS-£S£S°5£2S£ a-otai Total Always Occasionally Never par- score Rankcent—

1. Maintaining regular and freguont contact with tha Agricultural Demonstrators 81 14 5 100 176 1
2. Explaining the messages and their experiences to other farmers 47 21 32 100 115 2
3. Maintaining regular and frequent contact with other fanners 40 25 35 100 105 3
4. Milling to try out practicoo reeararendoa by the extension workers 37 20 43 100 94 4
5* Assisting in spreading tho new technology to moot farmers in the area quickly 25 34 *1 100 ei 5
6. Allowing othor farmers to visit contact farmers field 26 30 44 100 82 6
7. Demonstrating tho introduced reccracnded practices to othor farmers in tho area quickly 21 32 47 100 74 7

Coatd.

IDK*



■Table 19* Conte,

Si. îQla Q1- c;;Ktcct £or-,arc Response pattern in percentage Sotel Total uartfeHO * - ■ w tmrnrtmmimmi ■!■-*>■»* mm ■" ■■ —»>■»■ "«>*■ w»«w«"Mr<w SCOtT©
Always coccasionally ifever centage

8, Participating the £ollou iar^rs 
in the discussions to hear the
rccGranon.Catic-ns 4 37 59 100 45 8*5

9* Motivating tha fellow farners to 
adopt the re cc rra o ndution s on
part o£ their l-’nd 4 37 59 100 45 8*5

10. Active parfcidpaticn in tea 
extension activities organised 
bv the extension staff in
agriculture •* 21 79 100 21 10

11, Helping other famers to obtain 
batik loans, supply and services 
and other facilities necessary
for agricultural dcvolopnent — 12 80 100 12 11

toro
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Table 20* Distribution o£ respondent* according to 
their level of role performance

(n » 100>
fli bevel of role performance range Persantage

1, bow Below7.522 40 40
2, Medium 7.522 -9*676 12 11
3, High Above9,678 49 49

Total 100 200
Keen score i 8*60
Correlation coefficient » 0*4718 (significant)
Data presented In Table 20 reveal that 40 per cent 

a t the respondents had high level of role performance.
Shis was olocely followed by 40 per cent oS respondents 
having low level of role performance, fflia percentage 
of respondents with median level of role performance was 
only 5,1 per cent, The races score for role performance 
by the respondents was ©*60 which is very low as coopered 
to tho rawsirmm poeslbla score of 22* lha computed 
correlation coefficient between interpersonal communication 
behaviour and role perionaacce of contact farmers was 
0*4748 which was significant,
4,3, Results of Path Analysis
4*3*1, intercorrelntlon among dependent and Independent 

variables
Jntereorrelatlens emong dependent and independent
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variables were computed to test the inter-relationships 
between these variables and to facilitate the selection 
of independent variables for Inclusion In the 'Path 
Analysis', The correlation coefficients are furnished 
in Table 21 and are illustrated in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8„

Data presented in Table 21 reveal that out of the 
nine socio-psychological characteristics studied# eight 
characteristics were positively and significantly 
correlated with interpersonal communication bahaviour 
of the contact farmers. These characteristics were 
extension orientation# management orientation, pattern 
of preference of information sources, mass media 
participation, socio-economic status, attitude towards 
contact farmers system, role perception and role 
performance of the respondents. Scientific orientation 
was not significantly correlated with interpersonal 
communication behaviour of the respondents.

It V7as also evident from data in Table 21 that 
extension orientation of the respondents was positively 
and significantly correlated with their management 
orientation. Pattern of preference of information 
sources, mass media participation, attitude towards contact 
farmer system, role perception and role performance.
Pattern of preference of information sources was 
positively and significantly correlated with mass 
media participation. Socio-economic status attitude 
towards contact farmer system, role perception and 
role performance. Mass media participation was 
positively and significantly correlated with socio-



Table 21» Correlation Matrix

X  XI X2 K3 X4 X5 X6 1c*»ii X8 X9
X 1.000 0.2162* 0.1406 0.2993* 0.3814* 0.3076* G.309S* 0.5306* 0.2546* 0,4748*
XI 0.0520 0.24S3* 0.2601* 0.2381* 0.074S 0,2243* 0.3779* 0.3019*
%2 0.0116 0.0300 0.1063 -0.0960 0.0589 -*0.1107 -0.0540
X3 0.2270* 0.1905* 0.36Q0® 0.3900* 0.3665* -Q.3088*
X4 0.1SU 0. 3046 0.2877 0,2310* 0.2292*
X5 0.1874 0.3100” 0.0835 0.1781
X6 0.1275 0.0730 0.0355
X7 0.4376* 0.5669*
X8 0.6423*
X9 1.000

X Interpersonal coTatmication fosfraviour q  oS"0o^f
XI extension orientation 
X2 Scion tiflc orientation 
X3 -fIr,naqeRv,nt ori< station
X4 Pattern of preference of iufornition sources
X5 iiasa rodia participation
X6 Socio-economic status
X7 Attitude towards contact farmer system
X8 Solo perception
X9 Role performance

CDcn
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economic status end attitude towards contact fanner 
system* Soclo-aconmic status had positive and 
significant correlation with tho attitude of contact 
fanner towards contact farmer system. Attitude 
of contact farmer towards contact farmer system was 
positively and significantly correlated with role 
perception and role performance end role perception 
had positive and significant correlation ulth role 
performance.
4.3.2, Direct and indirect effects of independent 

variables on tho dependent variable
She significant results of the path analysis arg 

furnished in rabies 22 and 23,
from tho data in Tables 22 and 23 it could bo 

deduced that the most Important variables with substantial 
direct effects on tho interpersonal communication 
behaviour of contact famors were their rolo performance, 
socio-economic status, attitude towards contact farmer 
system, pattern of preference of information sources end 
raass madia participation in that order, Tho data clearly 
indicated that tho role performance and socio-economic 
status war© tho main deciding factors of interparsonol 
communication behaviour of contact farm.ere. Those 
variables accountod for ?3 per coat and 72 per cant of the 
total effect respectively. The attitude of contact



Sable 22, Direct ana indirect effects (percentages are given in brackets)

XI X2 X3 X4 xs XS X? xe X» r
XI -0.001 0.0082 -0.0070 0.0477 0.0177 0.0165 0.0667 -0.0512 0.1366 0,2181

co) C—4) (-3) (22) (0) (S) <30) (-23) (62) <100)
X2 0.0 0.1571 -0.0026 —0.0055 0.0086 —0.0212 0.0875 0.0150 -0.0188 0.1496CO) CO,104) C—2) C-4) (6) C—14) (12) CIO) (-12) <100)
X3 0.0 0.0144 -0.0204 0,0416 O.016S 0.0701 0,1156 -0.0437 0.1076 0,2993<G) (5) CIO) (14) CO <27) (39) (-1?) (36) <100)
X4 0.0 -0.0047 —0.0064 0,1834 0,0125 0.0674 0.0853 -0.0314 0.0799 0.3814CO) (-1) (-2) C48) <3) (18) (22) (-8) (21) (100)
XS 0.0 0,0287 -O.COS6 0.027? 0.0830 0,0415 0.0943 -0.0113 0.0621 0.3076

<»> CS) C—2) (9) <27) (13) (31) (-4) (20) <100)
X6 0.0 -0.0151 -0.0102 0.0559 0.01SS 0*2213 0.0378 —0.0099 0,0124 0.3096

CO) C—5) (—3) C18) (3) <72) (12) (—3) (4) <100)
X7 0,0 0.0093 -0.0121 0.0528 0.0264 0.0282 0.2965 -0.0592 0,1976 0.5396CO) <2> t -2 ) (10) (5) <5) (55) (-11) (37) (100)
X8 0.0 -0.0174 —0.0204 0.0425 0.00® 0.0162 0.1297 -0.135* 0.2239 0.2546

to) t-7 ) (—4) Cl?) <3) <S) (51) (-53) <37} <1C0)
2© 0.0 —0.0085 —0,0038 0.0420 C.0143 0.0079 0.1681 -0.0870 0.3486 0.4748

co) <-2) (-2) (1) (3) <2) (35) (-18) <73) (100)

XI Extension orientation X6
X2 Scientific orientation X7
X3 Hanagsaent orientation
X4 Pattern of preference of information sonrces 
X5 Hass media participation

Socio-economic states 
attitude towards contact fannersystem
Sole perception 
Bole performance to~vi



sfsflblo 23. Results of path analysis

Independent variables effects Substantial indirect effect

u Extension orientation -0.001 0.1366
(0) 0,0667

2. Scientific orientation -0.1571 0.0675
(0.104) 0.0150

3. Kanaciecrant orientation -0.0204 0.1156
(-10) 0.1076

4. Pattern of preference 0.1834 0.0853of information sources (48) 0.0799
5. liass madia participation 0.0830 0.0943

(27) 0,0621
6. Socio-economic status 0.2313 0.0559

(72) 0.0370

7. Attitude towards 0.2365 0.1976contact farmer system (55)
a. Hole perception -0.1354 0.2239(63) 0*1297

9. Rolo performance 0.3466 0.1681
(73)

(52%) through role performance and (3055) through attitude tovards contact £ armor system
(12%) through attitude towards contact faimr system and (1053) tnrough role perception
(39%) through attitude -towards contact farmer system and (36'i) through role performance
(22-3) through attitude towards contact farmer system and (21%) through role pariforrrance
(21%) through attitude towards contact farmer system and (20%) through role performance
(I8;i) through pattern of preference of information sources (22%) through attitude towards contact farmer 

system
(37%) through role performance
(S7S) through rolo performance and (51%) through attitude ten ards contact fanner system
(35%) through attitude towards contact farmer syotero

ts>
co
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formers toverd3 contact farmor system ehowaS maximum 
correlation ovonthougb, it -..as having only a standing 
below that of role performance and socio-economic status 
with reepcct to direct effect on i n t e r p e r s o n a l  

communication bohsviour.
It was aleo found that rolo performance was 

having maximum indirect effect on interpersonal 
cotsrmmicatlon behaviour, closely followed by attiruds 
toward© contact farmer system. iJhilo considering rhe 
total offset, roj.es pcrfoananco hod 97 par confc os the 
indirect offset via rolo perception, 62 per cent via 
extension orientation, 37 par cant via attitude towards 
contact frnar system, 36 par cent via raanagemcnt 
orientation, 21 par cent vio pattern of preference of 
information sources and 20 per cent via macs madia 
porticipotion. whereas, attitude towards contact 
farmor system efierciaed its indirect ii'— luenco via 
all the independent variables In the following order.
Fifty one par cent of indirect effect via rolo perception,
39 par cent via manager-one orientation, 35 pox- cent each via 
role performance, 31 per cant vie rasa media j anticipation, 
30 per cent via extension orientation, 21 per cant via 
pattern of preference of information oouicco, 12 per cent 
via scientific orientation and soaio~sconomic status are
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having roaxlnum direct bearing on interpersonal 
coTEiisnicatioij behaviour. Hole performance and 
attituid© towards contact £ armor system '«ar© having 
tha highest and next best Indirect influence on 
interpersonal coamunlcntion behaviour, ^ne Ti* value 
was 0,728 which chows that cnly 27, £!- > of the 
variations in the interpersonal conrainlcafcion behaviour 
of contact fanners wore explained hy tho independent 
variables included in the study, 3Jhe diagram showing 
the cause and of feet relationship is given in i’ig.9 ,
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DISCUSSION



s .  D is c r o s io a

In this chapter, the salient results of the 
study ore discussed in tha following setquancs*
S„l, Dependent variable

Tho dependent variable, nan'sly tho overall 
interpersonal eonnunication behaviour of contact formers 
consisted of the following conponeiitsi
5.1.1. Pattern of receipt of technical information 

(information input) on coconut cultivation by 
c o j i  tact farmrs

5.1.2. Information processing pattern of contact farmers
5.1.3. ConaunicotioK pattern of technical Information 

(iniormtion oritput) on coconvfc cultivation by 
contact faroors

5.1.4. Pattern ot receipt of fsaback infoEs-'ation by 
contact Camera

5.1.5. Overall interpersonal co.wiunication behaviour of 
contact faxnoro

5.2. Independent variables
Iho independent variables included in tea study 

consisted oi tee following sccio-ocononlc and piychologiaol 
characteristics.
5,2.1, Extension orientation of contact farmnrn
5.2.3. Scientific orientation of contact terrors
5.2.3. Management orientation of contact farrors

ID
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5,2,4a Pattern of preference of information sources by 
contact farmers

5.2.5, Mass madia participation by contact farmers
5.2.6, Socioeconomic status of contact farmers
5.2.7, Attitude of contact farmers towards contact 

fanner system
5.2,6* Role perception of contact farmers
5,2,9, Sola performance of contact fanners,

5.3, Intercorrelation among dependent and independent 
variables

5.4, Results of path analysis
5.1, Dependent variable
5.1.1, Pattern of receipt of technical information 

{information input) on coconut cultivation by 
contact farmers

She results furnished in Sable l revealed that 
Agricultural remonstratoro were the most utilised 
interpersonal source of information by contact farmers for 
receiving massages on coconut cultivation. As 
contemplated in the Training and Visit system of Agricultural 
Extension, Agricultural Demonatra-tors would be visiting 
the contact formers every fortnight to transfer the 
seasonal massages. These personnel of the Department of 
Agriculture vould bo communicating latent technical 
information on different aspects of coconut cultivation by
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establishing a firm rapport with tha contact farmers. 
Easy accessibility to tho Agricultural Demonstrators, 
ready advice given by them and periodical contacts 
between the Agricultural Oanonstrntors and contact 
formers envisaged under Training and Visit system could 
also bo attributed as tho reasons for this phenomenon. 
Audi therefore, the contact £a£»era depend on this 
interpersonal source o£ information to a great extent, 
Tho results also indicated that Junior Agricultural 
Officers were the second root Important source of 
information for the contact farmers. Shis might to due 
to the technical eo8s>eteaca of Junior Agricultural 
Officers and the credibility attached to then by tha 
jeontaet fanners. Kora contacts between Junior 
Agricultural Officers and contact farriers under the 
Training and Visit system given an opportunity for the 
contact formers to clarify their doubts easily and 
more effectively with a consistent and credible source.
It has alco been established that In various stages 
of adoption, friends end neighbours play a vital role, 
Friends and neighbours la rural scans particularly, 
closely identify themselves with contact fanners. 
Moreover, the concept of 'homophlly*, wherein there is 
similarity in certain characteristics between individuals 
in an interaction situation, may also ba attributed to 
the emergence of friends and neighbours as one of the
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oft-consulted sources of information. Th* finding 
that eoaooroial agents, research poraonnel and 
potoonnol of village institutions ware least consulted 
b y  contact fair-,are to obtain information on coconut 
cultivation is quite interastitrj. In Kerala, tho 
commercial agoats have still to establish a Strong base 
of extension work particularly among farmers in th© 
plains. Moreover, tha cocr.orcial agonto asm 

propagandists with more orientation on sales promotion 
of their products. Shis approach cannot cut much 
ic© with the contact farmers undor th® Training and 
Visit system, This may to© the reason Cor tho poor 
interaction between the contact farmer and the coranerclsl 
agents. As regarda th© contact between contact 
farmer and research personnel and personnel of 
village institutions* it leaves much to b« dasired,
The research personnel with vary little time at 
their disposal for establishing extensive contacts 
with contact farmer© cannot b© hoped to bo consulted 
frequently by contact fartwjrs, Tho fact that personnel 
of village institutions have seldom been consulted b y  

contact farmorn epoeko volumes about tha tardy 
involvement of village institutions in agricultural 
development activities. 'iha local leaders war© also 
ropoi ted to be consulted only so a limited sxcont by the 
contact farmers. In Indian villages, particularly under 
Kerala conditions, tho local leadership is mostly based
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on ecclesiastical aniVor political considerations*
Hence, it is only obvious that thoir role in Information 
communication was negligible,
5,1,2, Information processing pattern of contact farmers

Tha data presented in Table 2 brought to focus 
soma interesting findings. With the increase in the 
complexity oS technical content of the massages, 
both encoding and decoding became difficult, The 
message Ml (Plant improved varieties of coconut), 
which was ranked first in both the dimensions of information 
processing, io«, encoding and decoding is comparatively 
an easy one. But, the massage, M2 (For tha control 
of rhinoceros beetle use 35 g of BOS SHC or earbaryl 
for ovary 0,3 H3 of breading material), which is 
relatively a difficult message,woo assigned eighth and 
ninth ranks (more difficult) for decoding and 
encoding respectively. Similar was case with massage 
M3 (%« tho control of red palm weevils, injoot 
attached palms with earbaryl (20 g/lit,) or apply 
ISS DDVP or Aluminium Phosphide (Celphos, Ehostorin 
and Phosphene). These result* also point out that 
there was a latent relationship between decoding •* 
encoding difficulty and the cost aspect of the messages,
The result that message, M  {Soc the control of red 
palm weevil, when green loaves are cut from tha palms.
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sttmpo o£ not less than 120 ana may bo loft on the 
trees), which is a no cost technology, having 
obtained fourth rank for encoding difficulty and 
third rank for decoding difficulty testifies this 
relationship,
3,1,3, Communication pattern of technical information 

(information output) on coconut cultivation by 
contact farmers

It is obvious from the results furnished in rabies 
3 and 4 that ‘Personal talk during casual everyday 
moating' followed by *Personal talk during farm visit 
and house vlsit*w«ra the interpersonal communication 
methods often used by tho contact farmers for 
communicating information to fellow farmers. It might 
bo due to the fact that a contact farmer could talk 
to his follow farmers and visit their houses and 
farms, whenever ha found it convenient. This conforms 
the prevailing pattern of social contacts/visits in 
rural areas. But it would bo quite difficult for him 
to hold formal discussions with his fellow farmers, 
because from morning till evening they would bo toiling 
in the field and in the evening they would be moving 
in different directions in search of some recreation. 
She findings also revaalod that 93 par cent of the 
respondents were not approached for advice on 
agricultural matters* Thia might bo dun to lack of 
awareness among fellow farmers about contact farmers* 
identify as farms lenders under the 'Training and
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Visit system and about the enhanced competence of 
contact tamers as effective agricultural coaenqnicators 
due to thole frequent con taefce with change agents. 
Improper selection of contact formers by the extension 
personnel rosy have resulted in their poor performance 
as communicators. Moreover, these results reveal 
that interpersonal interaction among farmers in the 
rural areas is not always aimed at exchange of 
Scientific ideao on agriculture. It is rather of a 
passing interest for the farmers to deliberately enter 
into conversation on agricultural aspects. Another 
finding, which haa to be highlighted hare is that only 
little time was spent by famaro for corwiiunica tion of 
information to peers, Shis could be explained as 
follows > contact farmers were not finding it necessary 
to communicate technical information to thair peers 
os these fellow farmers ware also receiving stellar 
information fmn Agricultural Demonstrators, In addition, 
ths tendency of 'give-advlce»cnly-when-asked-for*, 
which la not so infrequently obeervad among farmers in 
rural areas, could also be accounted to explain this 
phenomenon.
2,1.4. Pottern of receipt of feedback information by 

contact formers
Pros Sables 5 end 6 At 13 evident that tho extent 

of feedback was poor sines moat of tho respondents 
had indicated that thoy 'never' received feedback 
information from fellow farmers. The Training and
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Visit system was Introduced in the eras only very 
recently and hence the follow farmers may not be consider
ing the contact farmers as competent for clarifying 
their doubts, Shis underlines tha fact that if 
effective communication As to take place, tha 
selection of contact feasors should be made on tha 
basic of choice pattern of fellow farmers, Tha 
contact farmers selected by the extension personnel 
may not bo moating ell tha qualification® proscribed 
for selecting contact farmers under tho Training and 
Visit system. Data showed that whatever little 
feedback information received by contact farmers was 
en technical aspects* Considering the general tendency 
among farmers to clarify doubts with knowledgeable 
farmers on eoiiplox problems related to technical 
aspects in agriculture, this finding is only too 
obvious, Among the method® of information feedback, 
‘Casual everyday meeting• and ‘group meeting at soma 
specific place* emerged as the moat important methods.
In typical rural areas of Kerala, for that matter in 
every state, customary talk® and courtesy queries 
ara tho major forums of interaction among farmers, The 
informal meeting of farmers is a casual every day 
occurrences and It is not pretnedintsd, Kance, it is no 
wonder that 'casual every day meeting* was the moot
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important occasion foe getting feedback information.
'Horae calls by fellow farmesra' are predetermined 
forums of interaction and feedback on technical 
information among farmers* In view of this* the result 
that 'Horn® calls by Callow farmers' wan considered as 
th® second most important method of information feedback 
could bo justified* It is elco discerning to note that 
'group maoting* was referred to as the least used 
method of information feedback. This could be duo 
to tho limited nwabar of 'group meetings' arranged in 
tho study area.
5*1*5. overall interpersonal communication behaviour of 

contact farmers
Prom tho data presented in Table 7 It is clear 

that tho mean score of 38 for overall interpersonal 
communication behaviour for tho total sample Is very 
low when ccrapared to the maximum score possible (102). 
This could ba duo to tho following reasons. Contact 
farmer syotosn under tho Training and Visit project of 
extension in Kerala is in the nascent stage and the 
understanding that contact farmers will bs carriers of 
messages on iaproved agricultural practices has not 
yst developed adequately among the contact farmare. 
Besides, agriculture is no way considered as a comercial 
enterprise and enterprise perfection through discussion 
and consultation with reference groins has not yet
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established its foot-hold in Kerala, parfcioulorly 
in the plains vncra the study van conducted. Thin 
may add to tha inadequacy of interpersonal 
communication in relation to agricultural practices 
among contact farmers,

5.2, Independent variables

5,2,1, Bxtonsion orientation of contact farmers

It is evident from the roauita presented in 
Table Q that tlio moan score of 4.48 does not compare 
well with the maximum score possible Cll), In this 
study, extension orientation van measured as a 
composite of two specific items vis,, frequency of 
contact of contact farmers with extension writers and 
frequency of their participation in various 
extension activities, Though the contact farmers are 
getting ample opportunities under tha Training and Visit 
system for coming in contact with the extension workers 
thoir participation in extension activities might have 
bean quite Infrequent, because of many reasons, firstly, 
theso extension activities night not nave been systematically 
organised in tha study area, s/hon these extension 
activities are not regularly organised in a planned 
manner the contact famors ora likely to lose 
interest In these activities as they may not meet their 
interests. Besides, if at all they are conducted, the
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elements of proper timing and topicality in these 
extension activities may be miosing. Therefore.
It could be plausibly explained that the contact 
farmers* poor extension participation might have 
resulted in their poor extension orientation.

She results of th© study present an encouraging 
finding that extension orientation was significantly 
correlated with tho Interpersonal communication 
behaviour of contact farmers, there are relevant 
research studies which indicate that although 
farmers learnt from other farmers to a considerable 
extent, they did not learn from just anybody* The 
contact farmers with high level of extension orientation 
would not be satisfied with the informations they 
received from soma persons alone. On th© other hand, 
they would try to verify tho validity of aueh 
informations, thus acquired, through other reliable 
sources, 'ibis tendency of contact farmers to judge and 
evaluate information on the basis of their experience 
and knowledge would enable then not only to establish 
contact with various hinds of extension agencies but 
also to participate in various extension activities.
*hls builds up th® Information level of contact fanners 
and obviously, would enhance their interpersonal 
communication behaviour* This reason would be offered 
to explain th® positive and significant association of
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extension orientation of contact formers with thair 
Interpersonal eoasmnication behaviour,

Tha result* of two closely relates studies isy 
Bhaahoran (1979) and Reddy and Reddy (1900) corroborate 
the finding® of this study,

The above findings and explanation justify the 
rejection of the null hypothesis that thare would be 
no significant relationship between extension orientation 
of contact farmers and their interpersonal communication 
behaviour,
5*2,2, Scientific orientation of contact farmers

The data presented in Table 9 reveal that while 
the maximum score possible on this dimension was six, 
the moan score of the respondents was as high as 5,680, 
While living in a state off flux fanners in Kerala, 
with very high literacy rate, have been witnessing 
remarkable advances in the spheres of science and 
technology including agriculture. These impressions 
about science have made them to compare scientific 
agriculture with the traditional. Invariably they 
eschew the old to embraces the new. This is in nutshell, 
the possible explanation for the high mean .score 
obtained on this dimension.

The findings off the present study revealed that 
scientific orientation wan not significantly correlated 
with the Interpersonal communication behaviour off contact
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fanners, Shi* finding of tho present study is 
contrary to tho flrvjinjo of Murfchy (1972), aiagh (1973)# 
Sandhu and Parbarilal (1976) aid Rao and Reday (1980)#
A perusal of tho data presented An Tabio 9 reveals that 
about 88 per cent of tho contact farmers had a high 
level of scientific orientation# Shis disparity in 
the distribution of contact farmers on scientific 
orientation could be offered as an explanation for tho 
lack of significant relationship between scientific 
orientation and interpersonal communication behaviour#
This finding also helps to drew a line of distinction 
between tho purely psychological variables and th* 
applied behaviour - oriented variables# auch as interpersonal 
communication behaviour. The farmer is o ‘perceptual' 
field while tho later ic a 'behavioural* one. Hence, 
the incongruence in the nature of those two variable* 
studied could anraunt to th® lack of significant 
relationship betwean the two#

In the light of the above discussion# tho null 
hypothesis formulated m  tho study that there would be 
no significant relationship between scientific orientation 
and interpersonal communication behaviour of contact 
farmers was accepted#

5»2#3# Management, orientation
As indicated in Table 10 management orientation 

of the contact farmers was appreciably higher with a
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mean score of 11.970 as compared with the maximum 
score possible (18),. Every farmer would like to take 
rational decisions with respect to farming because 
farming is hie means of subslatance. This tendency 
may prompt the farmers to follow the tenet of ’plan 
end prosper4. With the limited resources, formers 
explore tile ways end means of maximising profit in 
farming which eventually opens up new vistas 
of knowledge on planning, production and marketing. 
Viewed in the background of high literacy rate among 
the fanners of Kerala, this tendency among than to 
develop a proper management prospective in only natural, 

Results obtained in tnis study revealed the positive 
and significant relationship between mcnagcocnt 
orientation and interpersonal coiwsunication behaviour. 
Management orientation emphasises systeraatiaation 
of production and marketing of enterprises, A former 
would require timely information for proper planning, 
production and marketing of hio enterprise. The 
following explanation would substantiate this statement. 
On tho one hand, a farmer lias a certain sat of farm 
resources, auch as land, labour, capital,etc,, 
that are relatively ccereo. on tho otlior hand, tha 
same farmer has a sat of goals or objectives to achieve, 
may ba maximising net farm income, in botwoen thsre two
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poles t o th® farmer himself with specific degrea of 
ability and awareness* This gap would bo bridged by 
the concentration of desire and will po^er of an 
individual fanner* to use his scarce resources in 
a way that desired objectives are achieved* Shis 
bridging up process would certainly entwine him in 
various acts o f communication with his peers and other 
interpersonal agencies in respect of planning* production 
and marketing of his enterprises, As a result, the 
farmer with high degree of management orientation will 
also exhibit on appreciable interpersonal communication 
behaviour.

The results of the present study are in conformity 
with the finding of bhaekaran (1979)*

In view of the above explanation, tho null 
hypothesis that there would bo no significant 
relationship between management orientation end 
interpersonal eonmunlcatlon behaviour of contact 
farmers was rejected,
5*2*4* Pattern of preference of information sources 

by contact farmers
A scrutiny of the results furnished in Table 11 

brings to focus the vary interesting finding that 
Agricultural Demonstrators and Junior Agricultural 
Officers were the raoot important interpersonal sources
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of incarnation p » £ « n d  by the contact farmera.
During tho post decade# tho tola of; village level 
workers (VLr,s) we* a conflicting issue# According 
to shaskersn (1971)“os a multi-purpose worker# the 
Agricultural Demonstrators were regarded only as a 
firot-ald-nasn sometimes only as a contact person* His 
role as an extension worker In promoting modem 
agricultural programmes has become weak* In recant 
times# roost of the village level workers have tended 
to bosoms deaorallced and as a consequence ineffective’*. 
£fce findings of the present study helps to remove such 
misgivings. It ie an indication that Agricultural 
Damonstratore and Junior Agricultural Officers ere the 
potential sources of agro-information for farmers 
in tho villages today#

Besides this# it was alas found that the contact 
farmers preferred newspapers and radio broadcasts to 
an appreciable extent. ibe role of aeee media Ilk* 
newspaper and radio# in agricultural information 
communication has assumed significance in recent 
times with more newspaper pages and broadcast schedules 
allotted to agricultural prograasaes# Shis may bs 
attributed to the preference attached to these sources 
by contact farmers#

She results on Sable 12 indicated that the mean 
score of contact farmers for information source
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consultancy was lew IB, 540) whan compared with the 
siaxiasun score possible (22), This point® at the 
general, tendency oS lech of adequate exposure aS 
contact farmers to those information sources.

The result® obtained in this study revealed 
positive cuaa significant relationship between pattern 
of praferenco of information sources ana interpersonal 
communication behaviour of contact famusrs* contact 
farmers with high preference for information sources 
would have acquired relatively more information. The 
reliance on various source® of agro-information would 
certainly enhance their competence as farm leaders 
and boost their confidence among fellow farmers as hey 
communicators of agricultural information,

The findings of the present Study conform to the 
findings of Pendyaraj {1976) and Joseph <1983),

Zn tho light of tho above discussions the null 
hypothesis that thoro would sot be any significant 
relationship betwaon pattern of preference of 
information sources and interpersonal communication 
behaviour of contact farmers was rejected*
5,3*5. Maes media participation of contact farmers

A cloa© examination of tho results in Sable 13 
reveals the important mass media sources used by contact 
farmers.
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oxKty eight per cent of the contact farmers 
ver© reading newspapers «us fragu'snfciy a# two or more 
times a week and only seven per cent of the contact 
farmers reported that they never read newspaper*.
Shis finding is obvious since the literacy rate in 
Kerala is as high a* 70 per cent and that practically 
every household in Kerala subscribes to atlsset one 
newspaper. The contact farmers with their new status 
as information store houses, would certainly wish to 
know the latest events happening around thom. Though 
51 per cent of the respondents wore listening to radio, 
the percentage of contact formers listening to rural 
radio programmes was only 37 per cent. This could be 
because the timing o£ the radio rural programmes might 
not bo convenient to the farmers who return hems after 
the day's hard work only after dusk. Moreover, they 
would be preferring entertainment programmes such as 
radio drama, film songs, otc», to tho radio rural 
programmes* Heading farts magaalnas end other 
literature on agriculture would demand more concentration 
on tho part of tho contact formers. In addition, the farm 
taagaalnes available in Kerala are only a few. lienee, 
only few formers pointed out to the farm magasines and 
other literature on agriculture as mass media sources of 
information used by them.
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A perusal of the data presented in Table 14 
Indicates that the asesa media contact of respondents 
In general was very poor as the means score was only 
7*410 compered to tho maximum score obtainable In this 
dimension (16)* Compared to the neighbouring 
states, formers in Kerala exhibit a high quest for news* 
This might be due to their high literacy level and the 
consequent involvement in political development* 
particularly in rural Kerala, the citadel of unionism* 
The unique source, that conflagrates his interest in 
this sphere is tho newspaper* which steals awmy a 
major chunk of his time. And, therefore* hie reliance 
on other mass media sources, particularly for agro
information turns out to be negligible* As a matter of 
fact, for agrcMinfomatioa, farmers depend more on 
interpersonal sources than mass media sources* This 
could bo the reason for tho low mean score obtained by 
contact farmers on the dimension of mess media 
participation*

The results obtained in the study revealed positive 
and significant relationship between mass media 
participation and interpersonal communication behaviour 
of contact farmers* h ♦potential difference* in 
respect of knowledge in agriculture develops between 
farmers with higher level of maos media participation and 
those with low level of mass media participation*
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According to the concept of 'horaophily*, interpersonal 
interaction takes place more effectively whan 
individuals differ atleast in one character, preferably 
in thoir knowledge level. Hence, farmers with high 
mase media participation would be efficient in thoir 
interpersonal communication than those with low level 
Of mass media participation. This could bo attributed 
to the positive and significant correlation between 
mass media participation and interpersonal communication 
behaviour of contact farmers. The results of tho present 
study are in lino with those of BhaaJtaran (1979)«

In the light of above explanation tha null 
hypothesis that thare would be no significant 
relationships between mass media participation and 
interpersonal communication behaviour of contact farmers 
was rejected,

5.2,6. Socio-economic status

Data in Table IS emit tho finding that the socio
economic status of the respondents was very low. while 
the maximum score possible in this dimension was 40, 
the mean score obtained was only 19.10. The 
finding unravels the truth that though there has been 
significant development in tho fields of technology, 
tho misery and plight of the poor farmers remain the 
sen® as what it has been decades ago. The zooming
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price of coaroadities, escalating coot of inputs, 
erratic rainfall, unprecedented drought, debilitating 
diseases each as root (wilt) of coconut, poor 
infra-structural facilities - all would have undermined 
tho confidence of fanners. This is the explanation 
that could bo offered for tiro low mean score obtained 
by tho respondents on socio-economic status.

Socio-economic status of tha respondents was 
found to be positively and significantly correlated 
with the interpersonal communication behaviour, 
education, occupation, casta, land-holding, socio- 
politlCP ■■•participation, possessions, house and 
household e t c .  era b o k o  of the t c r p o r t o n t  factors that 
secure influence and prestige in any society. Hence, 
a contact farmer's high occio-economic status would 
provide him enough morale to explore new vistas of 
interpersonal relations, wherein ho would be caning in 
contact with various kinds of people and sources of 
information, With the now experience and knowledge 
thus acquired, he would certainly be c o r m s u n i c a t i n g  to 
porsonc of low socio-economic status oa well as to 
those of his own status. In this materialistic society 
a contact farmer's socio-economic status would have 
a telling effect on hie interpersonal Interaction 
with fellow formers.
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Similar findings were reported by Murthy (1972),
Singh and Antoostha (1975), Sandhu and Darbarilal (1976), 
Balesubremaniem end Knight (1977) and Bhoakaran (1379).

Hence, the null hypothesis that there would be 
no significant relationship between socio-economic 
status and interpersonal communication behaviour of 
contact farmers was rejected.
5.2.7* Attitude of contact farmers towards contact 

farraar system
From tho data presented in Table 16 it could be 

observed that mean score obtained for this dimension 
was appreciably high (87*441) considering tho maximum 
score possible (122.2). Korala farmers being 
literate, they can easily glean tho good from tho bad 
end their opinion formation also is quick* After the 
introduction of Training and Visit system, the 
contact farmers are experiencing a concern hitherto unknown 
to them from the government. Every fortnight tho change 
agents attend to them and establish good rapport 
with them. The contact famera are perceiving the 
benefits accruing out of the system by way of timely 
and quick advice on agricultural matters. This 
would have helped thom raise fcheir income through 
scientific farming. Therefore, it is itinerant 
that the contact formers developed a favourable 
attitude towards the Training and Visit system of extension
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Attitude of contact Somers towards contact 
farmer system van positively and significantly 
correlated with their interpersonal communication 
behaviour. St la interesting to Sind that 
attitude emerged as a powerful factor influencing 
interpersonal Communication behaviour* According to 
Kunn (1967), attitude m y  lead to behaviour and vice 
versa* The straining and Visit syotaa was introduced in 
Kerala Otate during 1981 and with th© experience of 
three years in tho systems working too contact farmer* 
developed positive attitude towards toe system* 
while thinking and feeling are considered basic 
elements of attitudes# an Important relationship 
is recognised between attitudes and overt behaviour 
(Bern , 1965# 1967)* Hence, contact farmers with high 
level of attitude could be expected to ba efficient in 
thoir interpersonal communication behaviour also.

This particular aspect had not been included 
specifically in any of the previous studies* Ifoyjever, 
with tho support of the above explanation the null 
hypothesis that there would bo positive and significant 
relationships between attitude of contact farmers and 
their interpersonal communication behaviour was rejected.

5,2*3. Role perception and 
5*2.9* Role performance

She data m  Tables 17 and 19 revealed too level of
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rolo perception and sole porfonnance of contact 
farmers. All tha roles except 'active participation 
in extension activities organised by the extension 
staff in agriculture* and 'helping other farmers to 
obtain bank loans, supply and services end other 
facilities necesoary for agricultural development* 
were rated as moot important roles by a great 
majority of contact farmers. However, except 
'maintaining regular end frequent contact with 
the Agricultural Demonstrators*, all tho other roles 
wore not performed adequately by thorn. With 
the increase in their literacy level farcers perhaps 
did not find difficulty in obtaining bank loans and 
other facilities necessary for agricultural development. 
From tho results it was crystal clear that farmers 
have realised tho lr^ortance of meeting agricultural 
extension workers. Tho contact farmers might have 
found other farmers not much interested in meeting them. 
This, coupled with the scarcity of inputs necessary 
for practising scientific agriculture would have 
resulted in the low level of performance by 
contact farmers with reference to the other roles.
From the data in Tables 10 end 30 it is evident 
that tha role perception by tho respondents was 
appreciable- as indicated by the- high mean score on 
this dimension (10,350), The mean score of the
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role performance was only 8.60 while tha maximum 
ecore possible oh both those diomenaions was 22.
These reeulta highlight the fact that tho contact 
formers have realised the Importance of their 
roles envisaged under the Training and Visit system. 
Training and Visit system Is only three years 
old now. In tho beginning sometime would have 
elapsed on account of teething trouble. And by the 
tlmo the contact farmers realised their roles 
adequately the agricultural situation in Kerala was 
marked by an unprecedented drought. Owing to this 
situation many of the messages of extension service 
could not be applied in tho field. Perhaps, contact 
fanners felt tho futility of performing their roles 
under such adverse conditions.

Role perception and Role performance of contact 
farmers were found to hove significant correlation 
with the interpersonal communication behaviour of 
contact formers. The conceptualisation putforth by 
Pfiffiner and Sherwood <1968) could be referred here 
in this context* According to them accuracy in role 
perception has a definite Impact on effectiveness and 
efficiency in organisation. Individuals have certain 
abilities and ate motivated in varying degrees to 
perform designated tasks. However, if a task is 
incorrectly perceived, the result may be quite
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ineffective from the organisational point of view*
On tho other hand, an activity or role associated with 
a particular position could to© perceived accurately 
and yet ineffective performance could result 
because of deficiencies in ability anty'0*' motivation. 
Thus generally it is expected that the perception of 
an individual will influence hi* performance of an 
assigned Jcto or taeJc. A contact former with near 
perfect role perception and role performance would 
have adectaate ability and motivation to enter into 
meaningful interpersonal interaction with others. This 
would have resulted in the significant association of 
role perception and role performance of contact 
farmers with their Interpersonal communication behaviour.

These particular aspects had not been included in 
any of the previous studies# however, in view of the 
foregoing discussion tho null hypothesis formulated 
in the study that there would to® no Significant 
relationship between role perception and sole performance 
of contact farmers with their interpersonal coimamication 
behaviour was rejected.

5,4. Results of path analysis

A perusal of the data in Sable 22 and the fig. 
brings to focus the fact that role performance of contact
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farmers had maximum direct effect on choir interpersonal 
communication behaviour closely followed by their 
socio-economic status. Role performance and 
attitude towards contact farmer system were having 
the highest and noxt best indirect influence on 
interpersonal communication behaviour respectively.
Tno following reasons could be citod to explain 
tnesc important results. A person's high degree of 
role performance would foster plentiful interaction 
with other members of rural microcosm. A contact farmer 
who has correctly identified and performed his role as 
a potential farm leader will bo held in high esteem 
by nis peers. This enables him to enter into 
productive interactions with his fellow farmers. Thus 
his interpersonal communication behaviour also 
is augmented.

In a developing country like India, material riches 
still have a Say in interpersonal relationships. A 
financially well off fanner tjould have adequate 
resources at his disposal which would onable him to 
try out innovations in tho field of agriculture. As 
a seqnal to this he is looked upon as an imitablo 
model by other farmers. This refurbished image of 
the economically sound farmers helps to draw others 
towards him and would thus enable him to forge wider 
interpersonal contacts with fellow farmers. As discussed 
elsewhere, one's attitude would inevitably manifest In
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A contact farmer with favourable attitude towards 

contact farmer system will try to translate hia ideas 
into action# Ha will be mors than willing to star* 
hia new knowledge on agricultural aspects with his 
neighbouring formers and tills would entwine* him in 
more fruitful interpersonal relationships and hence 
is this finding that contact farmers1 attitude towards 
contact fazmor system has a marked influence on his 
interpersonal camunlcation behaviour* In the 
light of the above discussion# it could bo concluded 
that# tho above variables,# vis*# rolo performance# 
Eocio-oconomlc status and attitude towards contact 
former aystam are to bo cose Adored while defining and 
obtaining interpersonal communication behaviour*
The *r* vqlus# vis** the total effect caused by factors 
other tftaa those selected for the study \m& 0*728*
This is indicative of tho fact that interpersonal 
ccsTOsunicafclQi* behaviour of contact farmer* is a 
coraplox phenomenon to bo explained by a handful 
of factors# Rather# it is an outcome of th* 
interaction between over no-wany socio-politico** 
psychological and situational variables#
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s .  oufmrar

in Kerala, the Training and Visit syoten of 
Agricultural Extension was first introduced la 1981 in 
Trivandrum, Qullon and Mlqpyey dietricta and was 
subsequently extended to the remaining districts of 
the state* The effectiveness of tho Training and Visit 
system hinges on the effective and systematic transfer 
of feasible technology to the forming coKsaunity.
To achieve this, the messages of the extension service 
will be focussed mainly on selected farmers known as 
contacts farmers, who will assist in spreading the 
technology to most farmers is the area quickly*
This process of transfer of technology at the grass roots 
level is taking place through web of worS-of-mouth 
communication In a 2ece-to»face interaction. And, 
therefore, tho success or failure ©f the system largely 
depends on tho efficiency of contact formers in their 
Interpersonal communication behaviour. In Kerala, no 
study has so far been mad© on the interpersonal 
communication behaviour and the rola of contact far®era. 
Hence, the present study wan undertaken with the following 
specifis objectives*
I. xo measure the interpersonal communication behaviour of 

contact farmer including their pattern of information 
input, information processing, information output end 
information feedback.
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2* So study tha role perception and rolo performance of 
contact farmers.

3* So treasure tho socio-economic and psychological 
characteristics of contact farmers.

4. So assess the relationship bafcueen interpersonal 
cormsonieotion behaviour of contact farmers and their 
role perception, rolo performance and socio-economic 
and psychological characteristics,
Trivandrum district was randomly selected an the 

locale for tho study. All the three agricultural 
sUb-dlvisiona under tho Training and Visit system in the 
district via,, Attingal, Keyyattingara and XJatonongeid 
were selected for tho study, ihroe-stage random 
sampling method was used to select tho respondents.
Eleven Agricultural Extension Units were selected at 
the first efcage, Xn the second stage from 11 Agricultural 
Extension Unite 14 Agricultural Demonstrators wore 
selected. Each Agricultural Demonstrator was working 
with eight contact groups. From each ouch group 
one contact farmer was selected randomly in tho third 
and final stage. Thus there wore 112 contact farmers 
selected originally for thto study. But 12 respondents 
could not b® met as they were not available whenever the 
raseerchor wont to interview them. Hence 100 contact 
farmers constituted the sample for the study.
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Interpersonal communication behaviour woo concidered 
as tho dependent variable In this study. Hlno 
independent variables# vis., extension orientation, 
scientific orientation, management oriontation, pattern,^ 
of preference of information sources, mass media 
participation, c oc io»economic otatus, afctituda towards 
contact fansor system, rolo perception and role 
porfontRinca ware studied to find out their relationship 
with interpersonal coranunlcatiors behaviour of contact 
farmers.

Iho data were collected by interviewing tho 
respondents individually with the help of pro-tested 
schedule developed by tho investigator specifically 
for tho study. Iho data wero subjected to various 
statistical analysis such as correlation analysis* 
intercorrelation analysis and path analysis, The 
salient findings of tho study are BUFciariaod below*
1, Tho study revealed that majority of tho respondents 
received moot of the information on coconut cultivation 
from 'Agricultural Demonstrators* of the Department of 
Agriculture and 'local leaders* were tho leaat 
consulted source of agro-information*
2* tor both decoding and encoding, the respondents 
experienced 'least difficulty* for tho massage relating 
to 'inproved varieties of coconut (Ml)' and 'highest 
difficulty' far the massage on 'control of minocero*

I
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beotlo (M2)1. The study brought to limelight the 
increasing difficulty the contact farmers experienced 
as th® complexity of the massages increased,
3* 'Personal talk during casual story day meeting' was 
tho most often used mathod of interpersonal 
communication by tho respondents. It was followed by 
•personal talk during farm visit* end ‘house visit' ,

•group discussion during informal meeting at some 
specific meeting place*» 'personal talk when the farmers 
approach for advice* and 'personal talk during informal 
meeting at contact points* in that order, 'Personal 
talk during method demonstration* and 'personal talk 
during field trips' ware rarely used by tha respondents,
The respondents communicated technical information to 
•non-contact farmers of their own area* more f r e q u e n t l y *  

whereas, communication to the 'non-contact farmers 
outside their area* and to 'local leaders* was found 
to bo modicum.
4. Most of tho feedback information received by
contact ronaars was on ’technical aspacts* fallowed by 
'information regarding sanctioning of loans' and on 
'aspects related -to supply of inputs'. Information 
feedback during 'casual everyday meeting' was the 
important mouhod used by tho respondents. Only a very 
low porcontaga of tho respondents reported receipt 
of feedback infowsstion 'during group meeting at some 
specific meeting place* and 'while meeting at contact points*.
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5. 'Agricultural Cerwn3tiratora' were by far the rest 
Important source of agricultural Information preferred 
by the respondent*. Bent to this tha respondents 
prefer red to neelc information £ ton 'Junior Agricultural 
officer®*, ’radio farm broadcast*, 'agricultural 
seminars*, 'porsormol of recoarch stations',
•agricultural books*, 'agricultural esMMtions', 
'agricultural training*, 'agricultural journals• and 
' agricultural guido^diories’ in that order.
6* Majority of tho respondents were reading newspapers 
two or more times o weak and only seven per cent of the 
respondents indicated that tfaoy never read newspapers, 
ih© least favoured maos media source turned out to 
bo tho farm magasineo and other literature on agriculture.
7. 'Maintaining regular and frequent contact with 
Agricultural Demonstrators' followed by 'Explaining the 
messages ana their experiences to other Camara* end 
'Demonstrating the rcaraamenaed practices to other 
farmers in tho area quickly' ware tho ranst important 
roles pnrcoivod by the respondents.
8. An appreciably higher percentage of the respondents 
were 'Maintaining regular and frequent contact with the 
Agricultural Banonatrators*. In the role performance 
hierarchy, tho other important roles performed were,
* Explaining tho massages and other experiences to
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other farmers*, •ilaintaining regular and frequent contact 
with other farmers1, anti 'hilling to try out 
practices tacomaended by the extension workers',
9. The study revealed that 43 por cent of the 
respondents had only low level of interpersonal 
communication behaviour, Shirty eight par cent of the 
respondents belonged to high category of interpersonal 
communication behaviour and 19 per cent of tha 
respondents had medium love! os interpersonal 
caasvunicatioa behaviour,
ID, out of the nine independent variables studied* 
eight variables* vis,, extension orientation, management 
orientation, pattern of preference of information 
sources* raasa nodio participation, eccio-economic 
status, attitude towards contact farmer system, 
role perception and rolo performance were positively and 
significantly correlated with the interpersonal 
communication behaviour of contact farmers. Scientific 
orientation was tho only independent variable which was 
not significantly correlated vd.th interpersonal 
COEffisunlcatdon behaviour*
11, Results of path analysis indicated that the 
independent variables, role performance and socio-economic 
status had maximum direct effects on interpersonal 
communication behaviour, tilth reference to indirect
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effects# the contact farmers* role performance and 
their attitude towards contact farmer system were having 
subotanttal indirect effects on their interpersonal 
cooraunicatlon behaviour*

Educations

Bio findings of tha stilly are useful in Knowing 
the information input, information processing, 
information output and information feedback, pattern 
of contact farmers. Besides this, tho results also 
brought to light the role perception and role 
performance of contact farmers, their pattern of preference 
of information sources and aqss media participation*
Bie relationship established in the study between 
interpersonal communication behaviour, the dependant 
variable, and the various independent variables would 
servo as a guideline Cor defining and understanding 
interpersonal conrnunicatlon behaviour Of contact 
farmers. Shis will help tho extension programme 
planners to develop suitablo approaches for improving 
the interpersonal coamunication behaviour of contact 
fanners to make them effective multipliers of agricultural 
development messages*

Suggestions

In the light of tho results of tho present study 
th® following suggestions are made:
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t, The selection o£ contact. farmers should be booed 
on soclcwnetrlc choices of other farmers,

2, To build up the information threshold of contact 
farmers, they should be exposed more to the mass 
media such aa radio and newspapers,

3, To increase the competency of contact farmers, they 
should ba given training In conrounicotion skills and 
concepts,

4, Contact farmers should be presented with some cheap 
honfi~outs during tha fortnightly visits by the 
Agricultural Baraonstrators to serve as reference 
material.

5, The number of farm literature and various extension 
activities conducted such 63 demonstration, field 
days, campaigns etc., are to ba enhanced and they
are to be conducted in a planned and systematic manner 
enabling more number of farmers to participate in 
these extension activities.

6, Here technical service in tho form of advisory work 
alone will not ba sufficient to ensure hotter 
adoption of innovations by the farmers. Therefor©, 
efforts should be made to streamline the input 
supply and services required by tho farmers for 
practising the recommendations advocated by the 
extension agency*
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S'uturo lines of work

Slaco arts study was undertaken with limited 
scope* a comprehend ve study covering mors 
geographical eras should be initiated* In the present 
study* only few independent variables were selected 
for studying their influence on interpersonal 
communication behaviour. It would bo desirable to 
include more number of independent variables in order to 
develop proper typology for predicting tho communication 
behaviour of contact farmers. & research study on the 
interpersonal communication behaviour of non-contact 
farmers and Agricultural Demonstrators should be carried 
out since they as© the other two agents involved in 
tho process of communication at the grass root level*
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APPENDIX 
INFLRVICSJ SCIiCDULE

Nome s
1. Interpersonal Communication Behaviour
I.1, Information input

As a ’Contact former1 you might havo received 
technical messages on coconut in the last year. Please 
indicate how often did you get tho information on 
coconut cultivation from tho following sources.
ff?ĝffT33»g«aâg;s3£rraggaŝ cggta5ii:cg:tnj:«fc:B3aBja)agrjt3>aa3i5jaa?aie3S5rafeas»£agigasRggjia»a

lPlorn'2tIon sources Always Sometimes NeverC:ClSJ2;iaE3CKa£=CS£BKaisWKC3C3ESrac6S™=«S2ar3S!"=C3l=S3taES=Iia=5g:ES=:=ac3ESISlCiSI=2=lCIÊ==IS»«W
1. Junior Agricultural officers
2. Agricultural Demonstrators
3. Personnel of tha Kasearch 

stations
4. Personnel of Village 

Institutions (Panchayats 
and Co-operativesJ

5. Commercial agents
6. Fellow contact farmers 
7* Neighbours
8. Friends
9. Relatives
10. Local loaders
II, Non-contact £armors of tho area
12. Any others

Respondent No.



APPENDIX



APPENDIX.
INTERVIEW SCHEDULE

Respondent. Ho,
Ksme j
1, Interpersonal Communication Behaviour
I,1, Information input

Ac a 'Contact farmer* you might have received 
technical messages on coconuts in the loot year. Please 
indicate how often did you get tho information on 
coconut cultivation from tec following sources.
iwpttCTaa a m aEanracgrs^g^jssgw ain n c n saju a w jg xsjKgWKaiaagaeacacKqgiatiBattsgiaggwiiieBgSK

Information sources Always Sometimes Moverlagagaô moijstgg^gogaaa^iBragreK̂aasu&gaajâ ŝ ĉyKyggrsgstaes'areatacgsagKtoeataMcarB
1. Junior Agricultural Officers
2. Agricultural Demonstrators
3. Personnel of tho Research 

Stations
4. Porsonnol of Village 

Institutions (Panchayats 
and Co-operatives)

5. Commercial agents
6# Follow contact farmers
7. Kaighbours
6. Friends 
9. Relatives
10. Local leaders
II. Mon-contact farmers of 

the area
12, Any others



1.2. Information processing
1.2.1. Information decoding

It has been pointed out that some of tho technical 
messages on coconut cultivation ere difficult to understand. 
Itava you felt difficulty at any time in understanding the 
technical massage# on the following aspectsi

Items Always Sometime# Never■>LimT»t̂M»ja««ti«̂ »wwtmg»agqiBtK3gncsi«CRBgCToag*i3«cro«M»a»iMB««.wi»aniwi1. Plant improved varieties of coconut
2. Sor the control of rhinoceros beetle use 35 g of 60% J f i c  or carfoaryl for every 0.3Mr of breeding material
3. For tha control of red palm weevils inject attacked palm* with earbaryl (20 g in 1 lit.) or apply 1% ddvjp or Altsninium phosphide (Celphos,Phostox in and fhosphcne)
4. When green leave# are cut from the palms, stumps of not leas than 120 cm# may be left on the trees for the control of red palra weevils
5* for the control of black headed caterpillar, after the application of insecticides follow u» by liberation of parasites from 21st day
6. To Iho extent possible apply only straight fertilizer#
7, Do not apply fertilizers When there is heavy rainfall
6, Apply fertilisers only after irrigation
9. To seedlings upto two years from planting, irrigate at the rate of about 4.5 litres of water per seedling once in four days



1 , 2 . 2 ,  Information encoding
A ‘Contact farmer* has to communicate the technical 

messages in a form which could be easily understood by other 
farmers before he undertakes efforts to communicate -the 
message to other fanners. Have you ever experienced the 
difficulty to communicate the following messages on coconut 
cultivation into a simple massage which could ba understood 
clearly by tho farmers.
iaiffgcgEsaB»is»CT.CT.iaijjsfi£asioeyo«acmg;g1gg3c>w>a.̂ jai3«aî.ijnimrBi'irin.n.T.̂i«fiwrf )i..'Li.—

Items Always Sometimes 51 ever
1. Plant improved veriotles of coconut
2. for the control of rhinoceros beetles use 35 g of 50MLBHC or 

earbaryl for every 0.31T of breeding materiel
3* for the control of rad palm weevils inject attacked palrao with earbaryl <20g in 1 lit.) or apply IX OBVP or Aluminium phosphide (Colphos,Phootoxin and Phosphene)
4. when green leaves are cut from the palms, stumps of not less than 

120 cms may be left on tho trees to control red palm weevils
5. for tho control Of black headed caterpillar, after tho application of insecticides follow by liberation of parasites from 21st day
6. So tile extent possible apply only straight fertilizer®
7. Do not apply fertilisers when there Is heavy rainfall
6. Apply fertilizers only after 

irrigation
9* 5to seedlings upto two years from planting, irrigate at the rate of about 4,5 litres of water per needling once in four days



1,3, Information output
1,3,1, As a ‘Contact fanner1 you might have coraminicated 
technical massages on coconut cultivation to different poopla. 
How often did you communicate the technical information per
taining to coconut cultivation to tha following fellow farmer■?

Category of communicatees Always Sometimes never
1, Hon-contact farmers of the area
2, Non-contact farmers of other areas
3, Follow contact farmers
4, Neighbours
5, Friends
6, bocal leaders 
7* Any others
aMnnjTiytTssaawcacaiittwmuBgaaagaattgaaciaacsaEgapKgqasMi—
1,3.2* Many methods arc available for a c o n t a G t  farmer to 
communicate technical information to tha follow farmers. How
often did you use the following methods for communicating 
technical information on coconut cultivation to 'fellow farmers*

Communication methods Always Sometimes Never
a. Personal talk during farm visit
b. Personal talk during house visit
C, Personal talk during field trips
d. Personal talk during methoddemonstration
e. Personal talk during casual everyday masting
f. Personal talk during informal meeting at contact points
g. Personal talk when tho farmers approach for advice,
h. Group discussion during informal group meeting at soma specific meeting place
■raa rauootcasgr;



1,4. Information feedback
1,4.1, On many occasions you might have received doubts, 
comments etc., from various people on coconut cultivation. 
How often did you receive opinion, feelings, doubts, ideas 
and thoughts about coconut cultivation from fallow farmers?

Methods of information feedback Always sometimes NeveroMsKawqociaasasCTT.— .-g-rrta-yaiWiM M
1, Homo call by fellow farmers 
3, During house visit
3. During casual everyday masting
4, Svnile race ting at contact points
3, During group meeting at some specific meeting place

1,4,2, «hat are the types of coatrtunicâ ioa you receive from 
fanners?

lypea of information feedback Always sometimes Never
1, Comnunication of information related to technical aspects
2, Communication of information regarding sanction of loans
3, CorsBunication of information 

regarding supply of inputs

2, Extension orientation
2,1. Extension contacts

Frequency of moating Agricultural Desaonstrator/Junior 
Agricultural Officer,
a, Swo or more times a week
b. Once a weak
e. Once to thrice a month 
d. Sever



2.2. extension participation

cn Not attending allif* Activities the. activities Neverno* contact- conducted

1. study tours 
2* Meetings 
3* Farmers’ days 
4* Demonstrations

iBB)jagKggigga a iajs:geiBgg8gegjaaaagK3eai!3»E:gagaaBWt3g>cg33MgattegEaffiBB«sgHKam m n i i i ^ Minirm

3* Scientific orientation
Below are given some sfcatemonts. Please indicate 

your agreement or disagreement with tho statements.

Aorea/Plsaaree

1. Haw methods of farming give better 
results to farmers than old methods

2. The way of faming by our forefathers 
is tho best way to farm today

3. E v e n a farmer with lot of experience 
should use new methods of farming

4. A good famor experiments with new ideas in faming
5. Though it takes time for a fanner to 

learn new method3 in faming it is 
worthwhile the efforts

6» Traditional methods of fanning have 
to be changed in order to raise the level of living of a famor

4* Management orientation
what lc your opinion about the fallowing statements f



Pleasa state the degree of your agreement or disagreement 
to each of the statements given balow*

sfcatoiBonts

Production orientation Agrao/bAaagrga
1. Timely planing of a crop ensures good yield
3. vna should use 03 much fertiliser 

as lie llhas
3. totcnainluj fertiliser dose b y soil 

tasting save3 money
4* ror timely wood control, ona should 

know suitable hac'srcide
!j. ba d  rata uuoold be ^i/an as 

roconnsndad by specialists,
5, with low water rates ona should 

usg as much irrigation water 
available.

A 1Contact farmer' can g e t  t h a  latest technical 
information from different sources. Please indicate from 
which of the following sources you would like to get sueh 
information (Please assure that all these sources are 
available to you whenever required)

ê gCTgcpaaoreĉ «aâ g£a»c»«»̂gioattTOsaigc«Bagg«ogi»«rML»Biaw«q»g;»aanaHatt«w»aiiM»«BBw
1 prefer to get information

Information sources Always some- I never prefer
tines to get lnformatioKaotsacmnrBt ier;icaa ûtfina»i5tamis«MgM>caiex»agauaB»«

1. Kadio farm broadcasts
2* Newspapers
3. Agricultural books
4. Agricultural guides/ 

diaries



Information sources
I prefer to get information 
Always

5. Agricultural Journals (periodicals)
G* Agricultural seminars
7, Agricultural trainings
8, Agricultural exhibitions
3. Personnel of research 

stations
JO* Agricultural Demonstrators
11, Junior Agricultural officers
12, Any othoia

6, Mass media participation

sometimes 1 never prefer to get information

iytagsgBiaaBBacsaBafaacnaeMaafletcnaiKtag

si.
no. Mass meaia participation

1, Reads newspaper
2, H o  tens to radio (general)
3, Listens to radio rural programmes
4, Reads farm magaalnes and other literature on agriculture

Tmrrii ~— t~ r if. ir nn w j u i.

Hwo or Atleaat Atleast Atleast He*more once a once a once « vejtimes week fort- montha week night

7, Attitude towards contact famer system
different fanners feel differently about contact farmer 

system. Here are twelve statements, Ploase indicate 
your response by narking ( ) against each statement in
tho appropriate column.



es tagrsBtagcgssqsEtsgstgSEgsa saaesssaiai-acsgiscssscBcsears g tsesatercAcaiaagtta i c c t r g^ggiaga igg w **

wJl Statements Agree Undecided Disagree(Neutral)

1, 'flic * Contact farmer1 eye tom 
should bo adopted in other fields such as 
Animal Husbandry, Dairying, Co-operation, etc,

2, The contact £armor system should bo 
immediately abolished

3, There io no use in depending on contact 
farmers for the cocsnuni- 
cation of agricultural 
information to othor farmers

4, No farmer will willingly accept the responsibility 
of contact farmer

5, Contact farmer can 
effectively influence 
other farmers in the locality

6, The Training and Visit 
extension system will fail 
in tho absence of 
contact farmers

7, After the start of Training 
and Viait syotcm there has 
been significant improvement 
in the economic condition of contact farmers

8, The fellow farmers in my arse will do well even t/ithoutray assistance
3, Knowledge of tho contact 

farmers in agriculture has increased because of freguent 
contacts vzifh extension Officers.



esraassstxesstts:: sgaicragaaragajsgcgacarca-aaiWigKataĝitecasa
SI.Ho. statements Agree Ifodocldcei

(itoutral) Disagree
«CTPff?CiS3c:cgs3£;:gc3ctgB=ssggcgMsscr^r.g~cgs»;s:

10. I am wasting my time as 
a contact farmer

11. Training and Visit system 
promotes nutual co
operation among farmers 
with the help of contact 
farmers

12. In good extension ;?ork 
contact farmer is neither 
necessary nor desirable

8. Socio-economic status

3«s=3c:s2=3=3=5c=:3=3Ja2is3Ee=:eqi»E=r;=aottjffii?aEW

1. Occupation
Ho occupation 
Unskilled 
Semi skilled 
Skilled
farming/business 
Professional
land holding 
landless
Marginal (0.1 to 1.0 ha.) 
Small (1.1. to 2.0 ha.) 
Sami medium (2,1 to 9,00 hf 
Medium (4,1 to 10.0 ha.)
barge (10.0 + ha.)

Casta
Scheduled 
host backward 
Backward 
forward 
Dominant

- ru rtn r-rr-'.n r'.c  — z; ^w_s n  .:■ »

Score

0
1
2
3
4
5

0
1
2

3
4
5

1
2
3
4
5



Score
4. Education
( ) Ho schooling (illiterate) 0
( ) Functionally literate l
t ) Upto primary school level 2
( ) Upto middle school level 3
( ) Upto high school level 4
( ) Upto and above college level 5
5? Socio politico participation
C ) Without any official position insocio-pollfcico organisations 0
( ) Official position in one or more

organisations 1
( ) Official position in social andpolitical coBinifctses 2
( ) Financial contribution or raising, funds for common work 3( ) Active office bearer 4v ) involvement in community work 5
6, Possessions
( ) None 0
( ) One farm animal (bullock, buffalos,cow/blcycl^'fumifcurc) j
( ) Swo farm animals/bullock o a x ^ s o S S o 2
( > Three to four farm animals/improvedform implcmonVocwspaper/alcctricity 3
( ) Five to tan farm animals/pumpoet 4
( ) Koro than ton farm aniraals/tractor/automobile 5
?, House
( ) Shed thatched 1
( ) Mud walled and thatched 2
( ) brick wall and tiled 3
( ) Concrete house 4
< ) Concrete and double storeyed 5



qaaBascisCTsâ KOsaCTgreagassnsttaccagcBgisawEBBiaaĉ TBgdKweasysasdgawafWaMKBScore
8* Household
( ) Small I 1 to 3 members) 1
< } Medium ( 4 to 6 .-somber*) 2
< ) ̂ arge ( 7 to 9 taesfcers) 3
{ ) Very large( 9 members and above) 4
{ ) Special features 5

9, Hole perception

Please place the following roles of contact farmers in 
the appropriate column of root important/Amportanl/laast 
important.
BtaroceaepBtamgi nil n-inm "■Ticgci=Mei=̂ gEosgcgaBp=aaaaMCKaaaa»at»gai«iim»iMi

Moot beastimport- Import-, import
ant ant ant»as3ettSgrtai3cawcgBgsacssgcttuaii>eawKa»

1. Assisting in spreading the now technology to most 
farmers in tho area quickly

2. hilling to try out practices 
recommended by the extension corkers

3. Allowing other £armors to 
visit contact farmers field

4* demonstrating the recommended 
practices to other farmers in the area quickly

5. iJalntaining regular and frequent contact with the Agricultural Demonstrators
6* Participating tho follow farmers in tho discussion to hear tha reoontnendations
?. Motivating the fellow fanners to adopt those recommendations on a part of their land
8, Explaining the messages andtheir experiences to other farmers



tesgagags=ei=3HCsssâagt̂Lâ mgag««wcan5sBrz=!aaBirtcatgigsie?̂«easg»g«fflgsaaKaiwwwMjii
Mont Leastimport- Import- important ant antCMtsaeiSMayiaagĝgsjgĝi— «̂aE=Cimaaa;iaa9Mtŝ 3=3a;̂ r=aa=̂ »5sâ y!&gSi CteswftsnKMSwa

9. Maintaining regular and fraquant contact with otiier farmers
10* Active participation in tho extencion activities organised by tho axtaneion staff in agriculture
11* Helping other fawnoro to obtain bank loans, supply end cervices and other facilities necessary for agricultural development.

■» K Pis»e«M KtsS3S3«a£^ a c ic ac^ cm ta t» « a is a S 5 g 3 .tJO M?fiae)iSMec iegia;̂ aaagnaffl«a<es=ssig :cagfc fT D iiiu u riw

20. Hole performance
Please indicate tho mtont of your performance of tha

following rolas by placing a tier, mark ( ) in tho appropriate
column of alwayn/occaaoionolly/itever.

Always Occasionally NeverŴ a»acg3«ocaMgargroO=aBsffigŝ B;asr3»s3ccasa.,goiSCTc;cifcggît.“tsctaa3atiaMSga?ne»a«tggc?eK3iefTO»«>
1* Assisting in spreading tho new technology to moat farmers in the area quickly
2* lining to try out practices recommended by the extension workers
3* Allovsinn other farmers to visit contact farmers field
4* Demonstrating tho recommended practices to other farmers in the area quickly
5, Maintaining regular and frequent contact with the Agricultural Demonstrators
6. Participating the fallow farmers in the discussion to hear tho recommendations



* ^ a ^ g ;a tt!3 S g ;jaBEac»aacm3*pgcwagag*tteiags»a<p3a«A<i»w8a » iasw a ^«tgca g,-i<ir i r ’ljiwc^.«r«»aawa«tta>
Always Occasionally Hover

tt3afcg3eaa33crg:ea«g«asgaii«3g3!ETrTBHSggt!agaa=tee=ai-ssgaaigawEBg3aiagwgy T i n r « O T st3ieMiMg « JJ»g cw a i

7. Motivating tho fellow fanners to a d o p t these racomnendati ons on a 
part of their land

8. Explaining the messages 
end their experiences 
to other formats

9. Maintaining regular and 
frequent contact with other farmers

10. Active participation in 
the extension activities 
organised by the extension staff in 
agriculture

11. Helping other farmers 
to obtain bank loans, supply end services and 
other facilities necessary for agricultural development

B̂»e»itt̂?tt3C»aaPtt£3W»agaassa>s»i=ateM*isg«asarg!t3ffltpceatScia;ssri iir~Ti~r~~i"'i— r — M«n m ; —
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ABSTRACT

A research study was conducted In Trivandrum 
district, Kerala, India to assess and study the 
■following*
1. The interpersonal casntmication behaviour of 
contact Sarmore including tha pattern of information 
input, processing, output and feedback.
2. The role perception and role performance of contact 
formers.
3. The eooio-economic and psychological characteristics 
of contact formers.
4* The relationship between interpersonal oorrmnication 
behaviour of contact formers and thoir socio-economic end 
psychological characteristics.

Cne hundred contact fanners wera selected for tha 
study using a three-stage random sampling procedure. The 
study revealed that majority of the respondents received 
most of the information on coconut cultivation from 
’Agricultural Demonstrators* of the Department of 
Agriculture. The study brought to limelight the 
increasing difficulty, the respondent* ware experiencing 
for both encoding and decoding os tho complexity of the 
massage increases* ’Personal talk during ceusual 
everyday meeting* m s  tha most often used method of 
interpersonal communication by tho respondents and they



ccmunlcated technical informations to * 1300, contact 
farraro o£ fchair eroa’naro frayuonfcly then to their 
* rriesio'# 'neighbours', 'Fellow ccntect farmers*,
'j3»n~contecf Manors of other areas* and 1 local leaders', 
xooet o£ Uw feedback infomation received by the 
reopondontc uaa on * Scchnieal aopacts*. information, 
feedback during 'casual ororyday meeting* was the 
important method of feedback uood by the respondents* 
'^ricelterai *)os©notra tors' wero the asst important 
source of agricultural information preferred by the 
rcsponlento. majority of the respondents were 'Reading 
nowopapors two or raoro times a week* one? fcSiQ least 
fevourod raase nctXia turned, out to bo too 'ram 
magasines* and 'other literature on agriculture*♦
*Jaintalniag regular and frcquont contact with 
Agricultural Ossconatrators' was porOoivcd as tno root 
important solo oC contact .Comoro by tho rauponSepte 
and a very highor poteentac© oi the rcapon-ioota wore 
paxtomluq this particular rola.

2T>s study revealed that majority oC tho respondents 
had only lot; level of irterparcorwl communication behaviour* 
out of tho nino inficpandont variables studied, ei$ifc 
vsriabli a, via.* extension orientation, monaoencnt 
orianfeation, pattern o£ preference oC information sources* 
mass madia participation, coeAo-cuonosie status, role



perception and role performance were positively 
and significantly correlated with interpersonal 
communication behaviour, The variable scientific 
orientation was not significantly oriented wirh 
interpersonal communication behaviour.

Results of path analysis indicated that the 
following independent variation, is,, role performance 
and cocio-economic status had racxirmn direct effects 
on interpersonal communication behaviour.




